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■ Record-keeping on vulnerable
inmates ‘misleading or inaccurate’
Joe Leogue
More than two-thirds of investigations into the deaths
of vulnerable prisoners since
2012 have raised concerns
about “misleading” or inacc u r at e re c o r d - ke e p i n g by
prison staf f, and the care
a f f o r d e d t o i nm a t es w ho
have suicidal ideation and
mental health problems.
An Irish Examiner analysis of reports published by
the office of the Inspector of
Prisons has found repeated
examples where the prison
records from the date of a
prisoner’s death in custody
h a v e b e e n p r o ve n t o b e
incomplete or inaccurate.
In some cases, log books
stating that special-observat i o n in m a t e s , o r “s p e c ial
obs”, were checked every 15
m i n u t e s , a s p er p ro t o c o l ,
were proven to be not true
when the inspector reviewed
CCTV footage of the time in
question.
The Office of the Inspector
o f P r i s on s m a d e i t s f i r s t
finding of incorrect recordkeeping in a 2012 report on
the death of a prisoner in
Mountjoy.
Similar issues have since
been noted in reports into
deaths in Cork, Limerick,
Portlaoise, Cloverhill, and
Wheatfield Prisons.
The Inspector of Prisons
has repeatedly raised the
issue over the last five years
in its annual reports and individual reports into deaths
of prisoners in custody.
In his 2013/14 annual report, the late Judge Michael
Reilly noted how one prison
officer said that, in training,
staff are told when it comes
to report writing they are to
“keep it short and cover your
arse”.
Last March, Judge Reilly’s
successor, Helen Casey, published a report on the death
of Prisoner A on January 3,
2017, in Cork Prison.
Ms Casey’s review of
CCTV footage found that on
the night he died, Prisoner A
— a 52 -y ea r - o l d m a r r i e d
father serving a six-month
term — was left unchecked
for more than the standard
15 minutes on six occasions,
including one period that

Deirdre Malone, director of the
Irish Penal Reform Trust.

lasted one hour and 42 minutes.
Th e re co r d s, h o we ve r ,
stated that he was checked
every 15 minutes.
Ms Casey noted that the
records provided to her by
Cork Prison “are misleading
i n c o n t en t ” a n d t ha t s h e
would have accepted that
staff had complied with
protocol “but for the CCTV
footage viewed”.
“Incomplete and inaccurate record-keeping regularly
feature as a f inding in reports from this office,” said
Ms Casey.
The Inspector of Prisons
has been tasked with preparing individual repor ts on
deaths in custody since 2012.
Since then, 87 such reports
have been published — an
a n a l y s i s o f t h e se b y th is
newspaper found the reports
into 12 deaths have raised
concerns about deficiencies
in record-keeping and the
checking of prisoners.
Eleven of these 12 cases involved a vulnerable prisoner
on special observation at the
time of their death.
In total, the Inspector of
Prisons has published reports into the deaths of 15
special-observation prisoners since 2012.
Deirdre Malone, executive
director of the Irish Penal
Reform Trust, said the issue
is one that has long been of
concern to the trust.
“The outcomes of these
cases are the most serious of
the most serious type; these
a r e de a t hs i n c u s to dy —
people have lost their lives in
custody,” she said.
“There is no option when
you’re on special obs. There
is no other option to contact
a family member, there is no
option to ring an ambulance
yourself, there is no option to
ring a friend.
“You are entirely dependent on other people, namely
officers, to look after you and
when they don’t do that or
w h e n th ey d on ’t d o t h e i r
checks, the consequences
can be of the most serious
t y p e , wh ic h t h e y we re in
these cases.”
Ms Malone said there is a
need to establish whether
the issue is due to a lack of
staffing in Irish prisons and
“whether or not there is a
culture or practice of obfuscating the tr uth” when it
comes to record keeping.
In a joint statement, the
Department of Justice and
I r i s h Pr is on S e r v i c e s a i d
Minister Charlie Flanagan
“pays careful attention to reports from the Inspector of
Prisons” and that the direct o r o f t h e P r i so n S e r v i c e
“shares the concerns of the
minister in relation to those
o p e r a t i o n a l de f i c i en c i e s
illustrated by the [Inspector
of Prisons] in some of these
reports”.
Special Report: 6-7
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Some of the Irish hockey team, who claimed silver in the World Cup in London, salute the crowd at their homecoming celebrations in Dublin yesterday.

Picture: Niall Carson

Thousands of people lined
the streets of Dublin to
welcome home Ireland’s
hockey team after they
claimed silver in Sunday’s
World Cup final.
The team members,
donning their silver medals
and draped in Tricolours,
soaked up the applause
and cheers on Dame St.
Coach Graham Shaw said
their appearance in the
final, where they were
defeated by the Netherlands,
“was a testament to the
character of the team and
the people that they are, to
show the bottle that they
did”.
Sports Minister Shane
Ross announced that Sport
Ireland would receive an
additional €1.5m in funding,
with a significant portion
given to Hockey Ireland.
Arriving in Dublin Airport, one of the stars of the
team, Yvonne O’Byrne, from
Cork, was in tears after the
minister’s announcement.
“It feels as if we have just
won the Lotto,” she said.
“Putting €1.5m into an
Olympic fund is just going
to completely change our
sport. We came home with a
silver medal. We went out
just hoping to make it to the
quarter-final.”
News: 3
Tuesday Sport

Calibre of Defence Forces recruits ‘reduced’
Sean O’Riordan

Defence Correspondent
A damning report has highlighted the reduced calibre of
recruits in the Defence
F o r c e s , c o n cl u d i n g t h a t
some had severe learning
d i f f i c u l t i e s , ot he rs w e re
extremely unfit, and one had
b e e n a r r e s t e d n um er ou s
times by gardaí.
Some officers within the
Defence Forces have queried
vetting procedures as the
r e p o r t c l a i m s t h e y we re
u naw a re of t h at pe rs on ’s
past until it was pointed out
by another recruit.
Garda vetting is not carried out in many cases before
recruits are inducted into
training. This is because of
the need to speed up recruitment to replace the haemm o r a g e o f h ig hl y tr a i n ed
personnel who are leaving
the Defence Forces for better
pay and conditions in the
private sector.
Garda vetting of recruits
can take between three and
six months to complete.
The leaked draft repor t
also stated that one of the
recruits thought he was on a

t r a i n e e o f f i ce r ’ s c o u r s e ,
rather than on one for enlisted personnel.
It also stated that a
number of the recruits in one
recruitment class had learning difficulties that inhibited
them from completing the
training course.
S o u r c e s w i th in t h e D efence Forces have said that
while the Department of Defence has tried to accelerate
recruitment, the numbers
deemed suitable is falling
and some recruitment
c las se s a r e ba re ly v iabl e
because of this.
The classified report was
compiled to provide senior
Defence Forces officers with
a snapshot of ongoing
recruitment and concluded
that, in general, there was “a
ve r y po or s ta n d a r d of r e cruit”.
It also highlighted the very
short notice given to provide
suitably qualified training
staff to oversee the recruit
class.
Neither of the Defences
Forces representative
organisations — Raco for officers and PDForra for enlisted personnel — are

allowed to comment on operational issues such as the
leaked report.
H o weve r , b o t h o r g a n i s at i o n s h a ve c o n s t a n t l y
highlighted the likelihood
that the calibre of recruits
would be reduced because of
competition from the betterpaid private sector, and that
security could be compromised due to a lack of garda
vetting.
Members of the Defences
Forces are the lowest paid of
all public servants.
Last July, 65 recruits were
called to the Naval Service
headquarters in Haulbowline, Co Cork, to undertake
medical and fi tness tests.
J u s t s i x t u r n e d up f o r a
recruitment class that was
s u p p o s e d t o b e up t o 4 8strong.
The manpower shortage is
b e i n g ac u t e l y f e l t in t h e
naval service. Its flagship,
the LÉ Eithne, recently had
to call up naval service res e r ve s b e c a u s e i t d i d n o t
have an adequate number of
crew members for a routine
patrol.
The improved economy is
also hitting recruitment to

the army and Raco has previously warned that the exodus of personnel is leaving
it operationally compromised and putting safety at risk.
A Defence Forces’ statement issued last night said
that, following the completion of career courses, they
routinely carry out a review
p ro c e s s t o i m p ro ve p ro cedures and course content
for subsequent iterations of
each course. In order for this
process to be effective, the
conduct of courses, from the
lead-in through to completion, needs to be questioned
thoroughly and honestly.

The statement said: “It is
t h e re sp on s i b i l i ty o f the
personnel running courses
and recruitment campaigns
to address any challenges
a n d p r ev e n t a s m u c h a s
possible their re-occurrence,
as well as to identify the positive aspects and incorporate
them into future courses.
“Each phase of a course
carries with it its own
unique challenges and issues
which are dealt with at the
time, and later highlighted
during the after-action review process.”
The Defence Forces added
t h at , a f t e r i n d u c t i o n a s a

recruit, suitability to serve
as a member of the Defence
Forces is constantly monit o r e d an d a p p r o x i m a t e l y
2 2 % o f e a ch gr o u p do n o t
complete training for various reasons.
“This reflects a long-term
trend and the Defence Forces
are satisfied that those who
complete training have met
the required standard,” said
a Defence Forces statement.
“The Defence Forces does
not comment on individual
course after- action reviews,
their contents, or any of the
specifics of individual
courses.”
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More than half of boys first
watch porn aged 10-13
Dan Buckley
More than 53% of boys in
Ireland fi rst encountered
pornography between the
ages of 10 and 13, compared
to 23% of girls the same age
group, a new study shows.
A nationwide survey of
c o l l e g e st ud en ts , c o - o r d inated by NUI Galway, also
reveals that male students
are four times more likely
than females to watch porn a
number of times a week.
The findings are contained
in a report on sexual consent
among third-level students
that highlights the impact of
binge drinking, as well as
pornography, on the sexual
behaviour of young people
when they leave home.
Carried out by the NUIG
S m a r t Co ns en t r e s e a r c h
team in collaboration with
four other colleges, it shows
that just over one-third of
male and almost a quarter of
female students learned how
to engage in sexual intimacy
by watching porn.
The overwhelming majority of those who took part
said they found that the sex
education they received in
school was of little value. In a
survey of 2,150 students, 71%
of women and 63% of men

said they were dissatisfied
with the sexual health educ a t i o n t h e y r e c e i ve d a t
school.
The research, led by NUI
G a l wa y l e c t u r e r P ad r a ig
MacNeela, also looks at the
effect of heavy drinking on
t h e is su e o f c o n s en t a n d
reveals that the majority of
both female and male students are subjected to sexual
harassment and unwanted
sexual activity. It also found
gay and bisexual students
are more likely than their
heterosexual peers to seek
consent before engaging in
sexual activity.
The report builds on a programme of research since
2013 that has explored the
meaning of consent among
college students, tested the

Mary Mitchell O’Connor: This is a
timely piece of research.

ef fectiveness of the Smart
Consent workshop, and surve y e d s t u d en t s o n se x ua l
consent, sexual behaviours
and attitudes.
The study shows students’
understanding of consent
greatly improves once they
take part in the workshops.
“The Smart Consent workshop is strongly associated
with students feeling knowledgeable and skilled about
sexual consent,” said Siobhán O’Higgins.
“The discussion and peer
eng agement strategies we
use mean it is a workshop,
not a class. We encourage
students to find their own
positive approach to consent,
but also know that a full response to this issue involves
action outside workshops
too, to change the culture in
college and society”.
The report is to be
launched today by minister
of state for higher education
Mary Mitchel O’Connor.
She described the report
a s a “ t i m e l y p i e c e o f re s e a r c h , g i ve n t h a t t h e
Nat i on a l Co un ci l on Cu r riculum and Assessment is
carrying out a major review
of the relationships and sexuality curriculum”.
Page: 5
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Prisoner Safety

Special Report

Inmate
deaths
lead to
call for
culture
change
The concerns
highlighted
by two prison
inspectors on
proper records
being kept by
officers appears
to be falling on
deaf ears within
the service, with
the fear without a change from the
culture of ‘cover your arse’, further
deaths of vulnerable prisoners will
occur, writes Joe Leogue

‘K

eep it short and
cover your
arse.’
It’s a phrase
that leaps out from the page,
particularly so when it
appears in a report prepared
by a statutory body.
In 2014, the late Judge Mi-

chael Reilly was concerned.
The Clonmel native was
now seven years into his
term as inspector of prisons,
having served a distinguished career on the bench
as a judge in both the District
and Special Criminal Court.
During his time as prison

AGE: 23
PRISON: Mountjoy
DIED: Mar 10, 2015
DETAILS: Prisoner C was a 23-yearold man from Dublin who was
survived by his mother, his siblings
and his extended family when he
died on March 10, 2015 in the Mater
Hospital while in the custody of
Mountjoy Prison.

7

AGE: 50
PRISONE: Wheatfield
DIED: December 29, 2013

AGE: 24
PRISON: Limerick
DIED: January 21, 2012.

AGE: 21
PRISON: Mountjoy
DIED: December 4, 2016

AGE: 37
PRISON: Cloverhill
DIED: August 26, 2014

DETAILS
He was survived by his wife and
children. The deceased suffered
from serious medical conditions.
The deceased was categorised as
a Special Observation Prisoner –
medical.

DETAILS: The deceased had a
known alcohol and prescription
drug problem. He was known to
the prison psychiatric services
and also to the community based
psychiatric services.

DETAILS: Prisoner J was a 21 year old
man who died on December 4, 2016
in Mountjoy Prison, survived by his
girlfriend and family.

DETAILS: Prisoner H was a 37-yearold Polish father of two, who was
in custody following his arrest on a
serious charge which related to the
death of his wife.

PRISONER N

FINDINGS: The Inspector reported “I am sorry to report
that, in the instant case, the prison did not adhere to the
agreed protocol. This meant that my investigation was
prolonged and made more difficult as I had to request
individual pieces of information, in some instances many
times.”
“In examining the times... it is clear that ... the deceased
was checked 12 times whereas he should have been
checked at least 38 times as a special observations prisoner
in accordance with the Standard Operating Procedures
“The entries referring to Special Observation Prisoners in
the journals...being official prison records, were certainly
misleading in their content and but for the CCTV viewed
by me would have been accepted by me as representing
compliance with the relevant Standard Operating
Procedures”

FINDINGS: The inspector found: “Prison management
have been unable to provide me with accurate records
either in electronic form or otherwise to assist me in
determining whether the deceased was or was not on
Special Observation at the date of his death.”
“The medical records were incomplete, inconsistent and
demonstrate poor follow up on key aspects of healthcare.”
“Therefore, on the balance of probabilities, I conclude
that the deceased was not on the Special Observation List
on the date of his death.”

...............................................

...............................................

AGE: 34
PRISON: Mid-Western
Regional Hospital while in
the custody of Limerick Prison
DIED: October 11, 2013

AGE: 27
PRISON: MountJoy
DIED: January 17, 2012.
DETAILS: He was a father of one with
a history of drug and alcohol abuse,
and a history of seizures. He was
reported ‘sick in cell’ on January 16
and was found dead the next day
with a suicide note.

PRISONER A

FINDINGS: Appropriate records
were not kept and therefore the
deceased was not visited by a Nurse/Officer/Medic as
should have been the case. Correct records were not
maintained by Officer C, the Night Guard on duty on
January 16/17.
The Night Guard Report for D1 and D2 Landings for the
night of January the 16/17 2012 states: “Patrolled the
landings throughout the night finding all correct”.

inspector, the same significant problem arose time and
time again, and no matter
how many times he called for
the issue to be addressed, it
would present itself once
more, as if his words were
falling on deaf ears.
Vulnerable prisoners were

PRISONER C

FINDINGS: “Serious issues of
significant concern are raised in this Report,” the inspector
found.
“Throughout the night of March 4/5 2015 the deceased
was described variously as being agitated to being highly
agitated. He expressed various concerns for his own safety
and for his life”.
“The deceased was checked by prison staff on 28 occasions
during the night at regular and at times irregular intervals.
As a ‘special obs’ prisoner he should have been checked
every 15 minutes. On eight occasions the time intervals
between such checks exceeded 15 minutes with intervals
ranging from 19 minutes 3 seconds to 1 hour 21 minutes
and 46 seconds.”
Prisoner C was found unresponsive in his cell on the
morning of March 5, following a suicide attempt. He was
brought to hospital where he died on March 10.
The inspector warned that: “Proper, adequate and
appropriate records must be maintained.”
“When the status of a prisoner is documented as ‘special
obs’ this must be taken seriously as it suggests an element
of vulnerability.

PRISONER B

dying — and the official
prison records of the circumstances around their deaths
were not true accounts of
what happened in the prison
that day.
Every time a prisoner
died in custody, the prison
inspector would investigate
the circumstances around
the death.
Judge Reilly’s job was not
to determine the cause of
death — that was for the
coroner — but he was tasked
with examining whether the
prison staff followed all
correct protocols at the time.
A trend, however, was
emerging regarding
vulnerable prisoners who
required special observation
— ‘special obs’ as they are
known.
In many cases, such
prisoners are recognised
as having mental health
problems, suicidal ideation,
or a history of self-harm.
Protocols dictate that
‘special obs’ must be checked
on every 15 minutes, and
staff must record each check
in a log book.
Judge Reilly, however,
found repeated incidences
where a check of CCTV footage from the day a ‘special
obs’ prisoner died contradicted the entries in the log.
He highlighted the problem in his 2013/2014 annual
report, published in August
2014.
“There is a lack of appreciation in some quarters that
accurate and truthful records must be kept,” he wrote.
“I must point out, at this
juncture, that prison records
are official records and it is a
very serious matter to falsify
official records. An example
of this could be a statement
to the effect that a prisoner
on Special Observation had
been checked in accordance
with the procedures for the
checking of such prisoners
when in fact this may not
have happened.
“Inspection bodies such as
my office should be entitled
to rely on the veracity of
official records.”
Judge Reilly said he had
been told that, in a number
of prisons, the approach to
record-keeping is to put “as

DETAILS: The 34-year-old married
father died following an incident
on October 7, 2013.
He had a history of depression,
had self harmed and had PRISONER K
attempted suicide on several
occasions. He also had a history of alcohol
and drug misuse.
He was known to the psychiatric services in the
community and in prison. He had been an inpatient in
a psychiatric hospital.
FINDINGS: “The deceased was not checked in
accordance with Standard Operating Procedures. Prior
to being found at 5.38.52pm, the deceased had not been
checked for 1 hour 23 minutes and 2 seconds when he
should have been checked every 15/20 minutes.”
“Between midnight and 3.57.25pm, there was a failure
to check the deceased during eleven other separate
periods ranging from 24 minutes 34 seconds to 3 hours
8 minutes and 49 seconds.”

Above: Cork Prison, where a prisoner died in January 2017. Below:
Mountjoy, where another case of concern occurred.

little on paper as is necessary”.
“In one investigation that
I had sight of, an officer, in
referring to report writing, is
quoted as stating: ‘We are
only trained on report
writing in initial training
and they tell you to ‘keep it
short and cover your arse’,”
he wrote.
The prison inspector has
been tasked with preparing
individual reports on deaths
in custody since 2012.
Since then, 87 such reports
have been published — and
an analysis of these by the
Irish Examiner has found
that the reports into 12
deaths have raised concerns
about deficiencies in the
record keeping and the
checking of prisoners.
Eleven of these 12 cases
involved a vulnerable
prisoner who was on special
observation at the time of
their death.
Fifteen such prisoners
have died since 2012 —
meaning the investigations

into more than two-thirds
of the deaths of vulnerable
prisoners have raised
concerns about checks and
record keeping.
It is not a problem unique
to any one prison — the 12
cases of concern occurred in
Mountjoy, Cork, Limerick,
Portlaoise, Cloverhill, and
Wheatfield Prisons.
Judge Reilly died in
November 2016, and Helen
Casey assumed the role of
inspector of prisons.
She found the same problems persisted, despite her
predecessor’s warnings.
She noted how Judge
Reilly had previously “highlighted failure by some staff
to observe Standard Operating Procedures, inaccurate
and at times misleading
reports of incidents, poor
record keeping and lack of
supervision which, he found,
resulted in operational
deficiencies”.
She too, noted the same
issues in her own findings.
Yet the problem persists.

Only last March, Ms Casey
published a report on the
death of ‘Prisoner A’ on January 3, 2017, in Cork Prison.
The 52-year-old married
father, who was serving a
six-month prison sentence,
had received medical and
psychiatric attention while
in Cork Prison.
According to the medical
observation cell bBook for
the night he died, staff checked on the inmate every 15
minutes — as per protocol —
from 4.30pm to 7.15pm, and
again from 8pm to 11.15pm,
before he was found
unresponsive in his cell at
11.38pm.
The cell book said one
thing — however, the
cameras told another story.
Upon viewing CCTV
footage from the prison, Ms
Casey found six intervals
where the prisoner was left
unattended for more than 15
minutes on the night he died
— the shortest of these being
for more than half an hour.
The longest period during
which the man was left
unattended lasted one hour
and 42 minutes.
“In examining the CCTV
footage, it is clear that the
deceased was not checked in
accordance with the Standard Operating Procedure,”
Ms Casey reported. “The
Standard Operating Procedure [SOP] for Special Observation Prisoners, in Cork
Prison, states that Special
Observation Prisoners must
be checked every 15 minutes.
“The entries referring to
checks on the deceased in the
Medical Observation Cell
Book… which is an official
prison record… are misleading in content and but for
the CCTV footage viewed, I
would have accepted the
written record as representing compliance with the
relevant SOP.
“All prison personnel
must appreciate that official
documents must reflect the
truth of actions taken by
officers.
“Irish Prison Service
Management should address
poor record-keeping.
Governors should ensure
that regular audits of all
records are carried out to

ensure compliance.
“Incomplete and inaccurate record keeping regularly
feature as a finding in reports from this office as does
this recommendation.”

I

f the concerns of the
prison inspectors are
falling on deaf ears
within the prison
service, they are certainly
not being ignored elsewhere.
“In the inspectors’ reports,
you can sense the growing
frustration over a number
of years,” Deirdre Malone,
executive director of the
Irish Penal Reform Trust
(IPRT) told this paper.
“The reason that prisoners
on ‘special obs’ are required
to be checked on every 15
minutes is that they have
already been identified as
vulnerable. So the prisons
and the officers are already
on notice that this is a
person who is vulnerable for
whatever reason, and that
requires these checks to be
performed and performed as
per the Standard Operating
Procedure in order to
prevent issues like suicide
and self-harm.”
Ms Malone said the fact
these deficiencies continue
to happen ”is a cause for
really significant concern”.
“The outcomes of these
cases are the most serious of
the most serious type, these
are deaths in custody —
people have lost their lives in
custody,” she said.
“There is no option when
you’re on special obs. There
is no other option, to contact
a family member, there is no
option to ring an ambulance
yourself, there is no option
to ring a friend. You are
entirely dependent on other
people, namely officers, to
look after you and when
they don’t do that or when
they don’t do their checks,
the consequences can be of
the most serious type, which
they were in these cases.”
Ms Malone believes the
fact that misleading official
reports are repeatedly presented to the prison inspector
“raises some fairly serious
concerns about whether
or not there is a culture or
practice of obfuscating the

FINDINGS: “The deceased self- PRISONER J
harmed on several occasions while
in custody and attempted to take
his own life on a number of these occasions.
“The deceased was not checked in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures every 15 minutes.”
He was found dead in his cell, having taken his own life.
“Prison personnel, of all grades, must be aware that the
management of ‘special obs’ prisoners carries a high
degree of responsibility and must ensure that the Standard
Operating Procedures are complied with.”

He died by suicide on August 26,
2014, having been under special
observations.

Measures to
address
issues raised
in report

PRISONER H

FINDINGS: “While the checks of the deceased...were
frequent they did not accord with Standard Operating
Procedures which dictate that a prisoner, such as the
deceased, should be checked every 15/20 minutes.
“The deceased was not checked for a period of 25 minutes
and 37 seconds prior to his discovery... This did not accord
with Standard Operating Procedures.
“It appears that the deceased was last visited by a member
of the medical team 3 hours 33 minutes and 16 seconds
prior to being discovered.
“The official prison record, being the Close Supervision Cell
Journal, detailing the times that the deceased was checked
does not accord with the facts, namely, the times disclosed
on the CCTV.
“Public officials must realise that it is a serious matter to
create inaccurate public records”.

Joe Leogue
The Irish Examiner submitted a number of
queries arising from these
reports to both the Irish
Prison Service and the Department of Justice.
A number of questions
were submitted, including
a query as to whether staff
found to have provided
misleading records are
disciplined, and, if so,
what specific disciplinary
action was taken.
A joint statement was issued in response:
The Minister for Justice
and Equality pays careful
attention to reports from
the Inspector of Prisons
(IOP) in relation to all
deaths in custody and,
where deficiencies have
been addressed by the Inspector of Prisons, the
minister has received proposals to remedy these
deficiencies from the Director of the Irish Prison
Service, who shares the
concerns of the Minister in
re l at i o n t o t h o s e o p e r ational deficiencies illustrated by the IOP in some
of these reports.
The Director-General
has assured the Minister
that he shares the view
that these issues are of
the utmost importance. He
has underlined to prison
management and staff the
need for full compliance
at local prison level in this
regard.
To s t r e n g t h e n c o m pliance, the Director-General has advised that

...............................................

AGE: 30
PRISON: Portlaoise
DIED: July 28, 2015

AGE: 29
PRISON: Mountjoy
DIED: February 13, 2016

DETAILS: Prisoner M was a 30-yearold man who died on July 28, 2015
while in the custody of Portlaoise
Prison.
He was survived by his partner, two PR
ISONER M
sons, his mother and siblings.
The prisoner was committed to prison on
September 16, 2014 with a remission date of March 16,
2016.

DETAILS: Prisoner A was 29 year old
man from the Dublin area who died
by suicide in Mountjoy Prison on
February 13, 2016, and was survived
by his father, sisters, brothers and
extended family.

FINDINGS: “From my examination of CCTV footage from
08.00 to 21.00 on July 28 2015 there are several periods
throughout the day when the deceased, who was locked
in cell 6 was not checked in accordance with the Standard
Operating Procedure relating to these cells.
“Records show that the deceased was checked in the cell
every 15 minutes from 21.00 on July 26, 2015 to 14.15 on
July 27, 2015 when this was not the case. While the cell
was checked on 29 occasions during that period there were
several periods of up to or in excess of one hour between
checks contrary to the Standard Operating Procedures.”

truth”.
“It’s certainly fair enough
to draw a conclusion that
there is a serious problem
with practice when it comes
to ensuring that checks are
conducted regularly,” said
Ms Malone.
“There are probably many

officers who are doing the
checks properly and tragedies are being prevented
because those checks are
happening properly and
regularly and we don’t hear
about them.
“But in terms of the regularity with which we are

seeing this coming up in the
reports of the inspector,
I think we can say that this is
certainly something that
requires significant examination and analysis as to why,
when it has been identified,
that it is continuing.”
For the penal reform trust,

AGE: 65
PRISON: Portlaoise
DIED: Sept 5, 2015
DETAILS: Prisoner P died on
September 5, 2015 in Midland
Regional Hospital, Portlaoise while
in the custody of Midlands Prison
FINDINGS: A 65-year-old man
survived by his sister and extended PR
ISONER P
family, Prisoner P had a complex
medical history.
He collapsed in his cell on the morning he died.
While the Breakfast Guard’s Report stated that the officer
had “checked on all prisoners as required. Found all to be
correct”, days later the same officer filled out a report in
which he admitted that he took ill and left his post before
actually carrying out the checks.
“I wrote out my report in the breakfast guard report book
on good fate [sic] that I was going to check the prisoners
during the break, but when I stood up from the chair to go
and start my checks, I got very dizzy and had to sit back
down,” the officer said.
The inspector found that “the note of the duties carried
out by the Breakfast Guard set out in the Breakfast Guard’s
Journal...is not correct.
“The deceased was not checked every 15 minutes in
accordance with Standard Operating Procedures during
the night of September 4/5, 2015.”
While the Inspector found that the inaccuracy in the
records “did not contribute to the deceased’s death,” he
called upon the governor to “comprehensively address”
the incident.

PRISONER A

FINDINGS: “The deceased was not checked between
02:33:57 and 04:35:20 which is in breach of the Irish Prison
Service Standard Operating Procedures.
“The Night Guard records created during the course of the
night are wholly incomplete and are in breach of Standard
Operating Procedures. The hand over of charge between
officers at meal breaks or for any other reason were not
recorded in the Night Guard Book.
“The Governor should take appropriate action to deal with
the non-compliance by staff with Irish Prison Service Policy
and Standard Operating Procedures.
“The poor level of record keeping should be addressed by
the Irish Prison Service. This may require some In-Service
training or some other on the job training as poor record
keeping has been raised as a concern in a number of
previous Death In Custody Reports.”

that examination needs to
determine whether this
issue is a systemic failing or
a cultural issue.
Ms Malone highlights
prison overcrowding as one
possible reason.
“That puts officers under
unbelievable the pressure,”
she said. “So if it is an issue
that is not physically possible [to do all the necessary
checks] because of the
number of officers available,
it would be very useful to
know that.
“If it is a cultural issue,
that people are simply not
doing this as a matter of
practice, as an embedded
cultural practice over a
number of years or if it’s
another reason, there is a
public interest in finding out
what that reason is that and
taking steps to learn lessons
from these cases.”

I

n June, the Irish Prison
Service launched its
annual report.
At the launch, Irish
Prison Service director general Michael Donnellan was
asked about the deficiencies
highlighted in the report
into Prisoner A’s death —
and about the inspector’s
comments on how it was a
recurring problem.
He said: “We’ve moved to
a very sophisticated online
computer-based system, our
Prisoner Information System. The Inspector of
Prisons rightly highlighted
deficiencies when a death
happens in custody and in
relation to our record
keeping and we have been
taking a number of steps
over the last number of
months and indeed years to
improve our record-keeping,
especially from transitioning
from paper-based records to
electronic records.”
That answer doesn’t wash
with Ms Malone, however.
“The quote from the
inspector from the annual
report in 2014 is not raising
concerns about the way in
which or the format in which
things are being recorded,”
she said. “What is being
raised is the tendency to put
as a little on paper as is
necessary, to ‘keep it short

and cover your arse’. That’s
not going to be addressed by
IT systems. That’s a cultural
issue, or it’s a training issue,
but it’s certainly the message that is being received.
“You are being charged
with the management and
supervision of people. You
are being required to check
them every 15 minutes. And
if it’s not happening, an IT
system is not going to
ensure it happens.”
Last March, in the aftermath of the publication on
the report into the death of
Prisoner A, this paper asked
the Irish Prison Service if
disciplinary action followed
the finding of misleading
record-keeping.
While it confirmed that
disciplinary proceedings
followed, it said: “The Irish
Prison Service does not
comment on the outcome of
such disciplinary cases.”
The IPRT is concerned
that any disciplinary action
taken to date has not been a
sufficient deterrent to prevent the problem arising
again.
“There’s no job where you
can fail to fulfill a core and
key function of your role and
there are no consequences
to that,” said Ms Malone.
“I think it would be very
helpful to know what the
consequences are in these
cases. Because that is an important part of accountability. Ensuring accountability
is about people understanding and knowing that if this
happens there will be consequences, and we’re not going
to tolerate it.
“But the fact that this
keeps coming up again and
again tells me that it is being
tolerated.”
For the IPRT, the repeated
issues that arise when a
vulnerable person dies in an
Irish prison highlights the
need for greater oversight
of the penal system.
“One weakness that this
highlights is that, currently,
the inspectors’ recommendations are only that, they
are recommendations and if
they are not acted on, there is
no consequence for the Irish
Prison Service at all, other
than if it is made public or

there is a particular spotlight drawn to it,” said Ms
Malone.
“But there is no functional
consequence if recommendations are not taken on
board.
“That is something that
needs to be examined

because when a death occurs
in custody, there has to be
effective mechanisms of
investigation to uncover all
the circumstances and that
needs to go beyond just apportioning blame to a person
or persons.
“It has to go towards im-

measures to address the issues raised in the IOP reports are currently being
progressed as a matter of
urgency.
These include:
■ The modification of
prison landing lighting to
ensure visibility of staff
conducting checks on
CCTV.
■ The amendment of the
IPS CCTV policy to provide
prison management with
the ability to review all
night duty CCTV footage to
satisfy themselves that full
compliance with night
guard duty is taking place
on a consistent basis.
The introduction of:
■ A new monitoring of
prisoners policy;
■ A new Healthcare
Special Observations Policy;
■ A Revised Close Supervision Cell Procedure;
■ A Revised Safety Observation procedure;
■ A new monitoring of
prisoners during night
guard duty protocol.
The director-general has
advised the minister that
i m p l e m e n t at i o n o f t h e
above policies/protocols
will be supported by a communications strategy to
ensure staff awareness and
appreciation of the serious
c o n s e q u e n c e s fo r n o n compliance.
The minister is regularly
briefed by the director-general.
■ The Department of Justice’s response to follow-up
questions about disciplinary
action was not received by
this article’s deadline.

proving the system overall
so that if there is any positive
legacy from the tragedy of a
death in custody, it should be
that concrete and effective
changes are going to be
swiftly introduced that will
prevent some other mother
from losing their child.”

AGE: 23
PRISON: Wheatfield
DIED: Christmas Eve 2014
DETAILS: Prisoner M was a 23-yearold homeless man with a history of
drug problems who was survived by
his mother and a brother when he
died on Christmas Eve 2014.
FINDINGS: The inmate was visited PR
ISONER M
the day before he died by his
girlfriend, who gave him a package
he put in his mouth before being brought to a close
supervision cell and placed under special observation.
“However, on seven occasions the deceased was not
checked every 15 minutes as provided for in relevant
Standard Operating Procedures”
The three most significant failures saw him go unchecked
for periods of 64, 53, and 41 minutes at a time.
“The journal contains entries to the effect that the
deceased was observed every 15 minutes from 11.30
hours on December 23 to 07.30 hours on December 24.
“There is an entry to the effect that the deceased was
given his dinner at 12.00 hours but another entry is to the
effect that the deceased declined his dinner.
“Certain entries in official documents (namely, the Night
Guard Journal and Cell Journal for cell 12) are incorrect,
misleading and do not accord with the facts in that they
purport to show that the deceased was checked every 15
minutes in accordance with Standard Operating Procedures.”
Toxicology tests proved positive for the presence of heroin
and diazepam.
“All prison personnel must appreciate that official documents
must reflect the truth of actions taken by officers.”

Pot luck
Small towns cash in on
legalised cannabis use

Open Championship
Rory ready to throw caution
to the wind at Carnoustie
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Fines
warning
to social
media
giants

Varadkar:
I’m not
being naive
on Brexit
Fiachra Ó Cionnaith
and Daniel McConnell

■ Exposé puts Facebook under
pressure as retail body pulls deal

Fiachra Ó Cionnaith,
Noel Baker,
and Juno McEnroe
Facebook and other social
media giants could be hit
with fines “large enough to
h i t th e p ro f it o f t he c om pany” for breaching online
safety guidelines, the
Taoiseach has warned.
Leo Varadkar confirmed
massive fines based on companies’ advertising revenue
could be imposed after what
he described as “shocking
and most unacceptable”
cases uncovered in recent
days. Those fines could
reach into the hundreds of
millions of euro.
Communications Minister
Denis Naughten will meet
Facebook chiefs for an
“ u r g e n t m ee t i ng ” i n Ne w
Yo rk tod ay reg a rdi ng th e
Channel 4 Dispatches prog r a m m e w h i c h i n vo l v e d
undercover f ilming of
D u bl i n -b a s ed mo de r at o r s
and raised serious concerns
over what was permitted on
the social media platform. It
included racist memes and
violent video clips and
prompted the company to
issue an apology for having
fallen below its own standards.
The undercover fi lming
was conducted at the Dublin
o f f i c e s o f C p l R es ou rc es ,
which provides staff and services to Facebook for content
mo de r at io n at it s Irela n d
operation.
“What’s of most concern,
most shocking and most unacceptable, is that Facebook
appears not to have lived
u p t o its o wn c om m u n i ty
standards. The very least
you expect is people to live
up to their own standards,”
said Mr Varadkar.
“ We n e e d t o h e a r a
response from Facebook and
an explanation from them as
to why they haven’t upheld
their own standards.
“Now we have to examine
l e g i s l a t i v e m e ch a n i s m s ,
whether we can bring in a
sy st e m o f fin es t o e n s u re
that companies such as this
uphold basic standards of
decency. It is the worldwide
web and it is international,
b u t th at is s o m e t h i n g w e
have to do.
“The fines would have to
be commensurate, so that it
wo u l d c a u s e a ch an g e in
behaviour. There is no point
in having fines that could be
easily absorbed. They would

Inside

Victoria White

When Michael O’Leary
announced Ryanair’s
new strategy was to
avoid ‘unnecessarily
pissing people off’ he
should have extended
the policy to his staff.
Page 10

have to be large enough that
it would hit the profits of the
company and cause them to
change their behaviour.”
The Oireachtas communications committee has also
invited officials from Facebook to attend an emergency
meeting next Wednesday.
C o m m i t t e e ch a i r wo m a n
Hildegarde Naughton said:
“We want to know how they
safeguard users on the social
media platform.”
Data Protection commissioner Helen Dixon has been
asked to attend the hearing
at 12 midday on Wednesday
and Ms Naughton said: “It is
u n c l e a r wh a t i s s u e s f al l
under her remit. Compliance
issues can transcend borders
now. But Facebook’s [European] HQ is based in Dublin.
“We need to see that they
c o m p l y , we ne ed t o s ho w
leadership in this area and
that there are proper procedures there, that content is
moderated where there
is suspected abuse, and that
rules are in place. We need a
plan of action.”
Retail Excellence, the
country’s largest retail
r e p r e s e n t a t i ve bo dy , h a s
suspended its relationship
with the platform following
Tuesday night’s programme
on what was permitted on
the social media platform.
In a statement Cpl
Resources said: “On becoming aware of this programme
we, in conjunction with
Facebook, reviewed the
issues being raised and took
immediate action to address
t h e s e . Th i s h as i n c lu d e d
refresher training conducted
by Facebook personnel so as
to ensure that our relevant
employees remain up-to-date
with Facebook policy and its
implementation.”
It said it would be supporting its employees in a
“ v e r y s t re s s f u l t i m e fo r
them” and would continue to
work closely with Facebook
t o en su r e its c om mu n i ty
standards are enforced
appropriately. Tanya Ward,
CEO of the Children’s Rights
Alliance, said the Dispatches
programme demonstrated
the need for a digital safety
commissioner.
E l s e w h e r e , Go og l e h as
said it will appeal the €4.3bn
fine applied by the European
Union for abusing the
dominance of its Android
mobile operating system.
News: 4
Business: 14

Arts

In a summer of movie
gorillas, director Drew
Pearce hopes the dry
wit and idiosyncratic
nature of Hotel Artemis,
plus Jodie Foster, will
be enough to
compete.
Page 12
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Republic of Ireland assistant manager Roy Keane at the formal launch of the Liam Miller Benefit Match at Cork City Hall yesterday. Inset: Keane and Miller training during their
days playing for the Republic of Ireland.
Picture: Daragh Mc Sweeney

Organisers tried to have Miller match in Páirc
Joe Leogue
Organisers of the highly anticipated
tribute match to Liam Miller made
an unsuccessful attempt to host the
occasion at Páirc Uí Chaoimh in a bid
to meet the huge demand for tickets.
A ho s t o f for m er Ma n c h e st er
U n it e d, C e lti c , a n d R ep u bl ic of
Ire l a n d st ar s a re se t t o p l a y t he
tribute match in aid of the family of
the late Corkman at Turner’s Cross
on Tuesday, September 25.
The match will be followed by a
black tie gala dinner at Cork City
Hall, where the tribute was officially
launched yesterday. Details of the
e ve n t we re r e ve a l e d by Ir el an d
assistant manager Roy Keane, Cork
Lord Mayor Mick Finn, Cork City FC
manager John Caulfield, and devel-

o p e r M i ch a e l O ’ F l y n n , a f a m i l y
friend of the Millers and chairman of
the organising committee.
While tickets go on sale tomorrow
and are expected to sell out in minutes for the match at the 7,000-capacity Turner’s Cross, it emerged there
had been efforts to host it in Páirc Uí
C h a o i m h , wh ic h ca n h o l d 4 5 , 0 00
since its €80m redevelopment, €30m
of which came from public funds.
“Turner’s Cross stadium will be
packed to capacity, the tickets are
going to fly out the door tomorrow,”
said Mr Finn. “One pity is that we
didn’t have the use of a bigger venue
in the city. I know attempts were
made to get Páirc Uí Chaoimh, which
is a pity, but I have no doubt that the
Cork public will row in behind this
and it will be a fantastic event.

“There is such a demand for this
event that I have no doubt it will sell
o u t w i th in a c ou p l e o f m i nu t e s.
Attempts were made by Michael and
myself and others to see if Páirc Uí
Chaoimh would be available. But
they have their own internal practices, the response was it wasn’t
available on this occasion.
“I think it has to go before Congress, [to use] every pitch outside
Croke Park. They have approval for
Croke Park I think generally, and
every other facility has to go before
C o n g r e s s wh i c h i s n ’ t un t i l n e x t
February, so it just wasn’t an option.
“They have offered their premium
facilities free of charge, conscious of
the fact that Liam played with Éire
Óg, and captained his school to a
Sciath na Scol final in ’93.

They should have let me die, woman
tells court after catastrophic injuries
Ann O’Loughlin
“They should have let me die”, a mother of
three told a judge as she broke down in the
High Cour t explaining how her life has
chang ed since she was catastrophically
injured in an accident as she walked near her
West Cork home.
“I am not the same Frances. They say I was
nearly left for dead, they should have let
me die, I wouldn’t have to cope,” Frances
O’Driscoll told Mr Justice Michael Hanna.
Mrs O’Driscoll was giving evidence in
the first day of her action over the accident
in which she was knocked to the ground
when she was hit by iron bars protruding
from a passing trailer at the Causeway,
Rosscarbery, on April 16, 2016.
Her counsel John O’Mahony told the court
she has been left with ir reversible brain
d a m a g e an d h e r l i f e p a t te rn h a s b ee n
catastrophically and negatively impacted.
“She had no escape. She was the innocent
victim of this tragic accident,” counsel said.
M r s O ’ Dr is co l l , a g e d 5 9 , o f Bu rg at i a ,
Rosscarbery, has sued Michael Herlihy,
Rosscarbery, driver of the jeep and trailer,
and Claramore Construction Ltd, Claramore, Millstreet, Co Cork, Mr Herlihy’s
employers, owner of the jeep and trailer.
She has also sued the Motor Insurers
Bureau of Ireland as Mr Herlihy did not have
a valid insurance policy at the time of the
accident in 2016. It is claimed there was a
failure to secure the bars adequately or at all
and the bars were negligently, improperly
and carelessly transported.
Mr Justice Hanna was told liability was

100% INVISIBLE
HEARING AIDS

Frances O’Driscoll, and her husband Eugene, at
the High Court in Dublin.
Picture: CourtPix
admitted in the case and it was before the
court for assessment of damages only. In
May, a jury at Cork Circuit Criminal Court
found Mr Herlihy not guilty of dangerous
driving causing serious bodily harm to Mrs
O’Driscoll . He was found guilty of failing to
take adequate precaution to prevent a load
from falling from a vehicle and fined €500.
I n ev i d e n c e , M r s O ’ D r i s c o l l sa id h e r
daughter got married in June 2016 but she
was in hospital and was only able to attend in
a wheelchair. “It was all so upsetting I could
not enjoy it. The nurses had to come with
me,” she said. She said she used to love her
job as a pharmacy assistant and loved to be
active. “I miss it all, I miss it terribly. I am
missing so much in my personal life, walking, dancing and swimming. I loved it. My life
has changed so much.”
News: 19

Firstappearance US politician
Brothers weep
for rescued boys shot his mother at life sentences
The 12 boys and their soccer
coach rescued from a flooded
cave in Thailand recounted
details of their ordeal at their
f irst public appearance,
during which they waved,
s m i l e d an d o f f e re d t r a d itional “wai” greetings.
The boys, aged 11 to 16,
c a r r i e d in f o o tb a lls t he y
kicked gently on the set.
News: 2-3

“They are making those facilities
available if required, but unfortunately, on this occasion, it was just
too soon for it to be organised.”
Mr O’Flynn said the Cork County
Board were receptive, “but there is a
rule there that they can’t change”.
“Cork County Board were receptive, but Croke Park and the GAA
can’t do anything about this while
that rule is there. As the lord mayor
said, it has to go before Congress.
“Of course we would love to have
had a bigger stadium, but we were
keen to have it in Cork. Roy and I
discussed this a number of times. It
will be a great Cork event. I want to
stress that they were receptive, but
there isn’t anything that could be
done about it.”
News: 5

Taoiseach Leo Varadkar has
rejected claims he is being
naive by refusing to plan for
a “nightmare, doomsday”
Brexit scenario where
Britain crashes out of the EU
next March without any deal
on the table.
Mr Varadkar repeatedly
said he will not “countenance” the crisis situation
taking place despite admitting if it occurs Ireland will
face a hard border and be
forced to rush its plans for
t h e ne xt t h re e y e a r s i n t o
p l a c e in j u s t a m a tt e r o f
weeks.
Speaking after a special
Cabinet meeting in Derrynane, Co Kerry, dominated
by Brexit, Mr Varadkar said
all situations must be considered.
H o weve r , he re f u s e d to
explain what his plan is in
the increasingly plausible
scenario that Britain crashes
out of the EU with no deal.
“ I t ’ s ve r y s i mp ly s o me t h i n g we ’r e n o t go in g t o
countenance. Absolutely nobody wants that to happen,”
he said, when asked if he was
b e i n g “n a i ve ” , ad d i ng i t
wo u l d b e a “ n i g h t m a re ,
doomsday” scenario.
Mr Varadkar earlier confirmed Brexit contingencies,
funding for which will be revealed in September, and
which include:
■ 1,000 more customs of ficials in ports and airports,
including 600 working on
customs control, 200 on
export certificates, and 200
on sanitary controls;
■ Increased IT and physical
infrastructure at major ports
like Dublin and Rosslare;
■ The removal of Ireland’s
n at i o n a l o i l re s e r ve fr o m
Britain.
A s ke d a b ou t e x - B r i t i s h
foreign secretary Boris
Johnson’s claim too much
time is being spent discussing the border, the Taoiseach
said it is “a pity” Mr Johnson
“does not understand” the
issue.
News: 6

A Republican Arizona state
Senate candidate has shocked gun control advocates by
sharing details about shooting and killing his mother in
apparent self-defence more
than 50 years ago.
Bobby Wilson, who is running to represent a southern
Arizona district, said he’s
not trying to hide anything.
World: 8

Two brothers wept as they
were sentenced to life imprisonment yesterday for the
murder of a gunman who
shot at their home. A third
brother, who was acquitted
of murder by the trial judge
a n d p l ea de d g u i l t y t o i m peding the investigation of a
crime, will be sentenced at
the end of this month.
Courts: 19
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Can you eat to beat New fathers get
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baby blues too
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start to Open challenge
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Joe Leogue

■ 2017 report highlights shortcomings in oversight,
as one child is referred to agency every 10 minutes
Catherine Shanahan
Health Correspondent

Niamh Kenny from Listowel, Co Kerry, takes a moment to smile for the camera at Ladies Day in Killarney Racecourse, Co Kerry
yesterday. SEE: News, Page 3
Picture: Domnick Walsh

Inside
News

Ryanair will today reveal
details of a further 16
flights which are to be
cancelled next Tuesday
due to a third 24-hour
strike by pilots. Page 4

World

Cliff Richard feels that he
will never be ‘quite the
same again’ after his
privacy battle against the
BBC, said his close friend
Gloria Hunniford. Page 9

Business

The exchequer, SMEs,
and retailers are missing
out on millions of euro in
potential revenue due to a
lack of progress on the
National Broadband Plan.
Page 14

Allen to close city restaurant
for €1m, eight-week revamp
Eoin English
TV chef Rachel Allen is to
close her first restaurant
for a €1m casual dining
reinvention. Rachel’s, on
C o r k ’ s Wa s h i n g t o n S t ,
which opened in March
2017, will close on August 8
for the eight-week revamp.
While the main restaurant will close, the building’s
Back Garden Bar and onstreet terrace will remain
open for food and drink.
New investors have come
on board and Ms Allen will
b e in vo l ve d i n t he n ew
restaurant venue, which
is due to reopen in early
October.
“We are really delighted
that the venue is to benefit
from such an investment
and are excited to be getting
started with the refurbishment work, which we believe will deliver a whole
new experiences for our customers,” she said.
It is understood that the
reinvention plans have been
in the pipeline for several
months and that restaurant
staff were briefed on the
timeline yesterday.
Ms Allen opened Rachel’s
in March 2017 as part of a

Rachel Allen outside Rachel’s,
Cork.
Picture: Denis Minihane
business venture with her
husband, Isaac, and publican Paul Montgomery.
The renowned chef, who
h a s w r i t t e n d o z e n s of
cookery books and made
several cookery series for
TV which are broadcast
a r o u n d t h e wo rl d , st i l l
teaches at the Ballymaloe
Cookery School in east Cork.
Her aim with Rachel’s
was to bring a flavour of the
Ballymaloe ethos to the city
centre, with many of the
fresh, organic vegetables on
the menu sourced from the
Ballymaloe farm, the fish
sourced from nearby Bally-

cotton, and meat from east
Cork.
M r M o n t g o m e r y s ai d
weekends in the restaurant
have been extremely busy,
with up to 200 diners on
most Saturday evenings,
and that the corporate sector has also been a huge
source of business. Howeve r , he s a i d th e re is a
general impression that the
restaurant is a “fine dining
experience”.
“Which it isn’t,” he said.
“But there was that impression that it was expensive
and occasion- driven. Value
for money is so important
these days and the average
spend a head in Rachel’s was
around €40 a head. But I
think people really want to
spend around €20 a head.
We’ve talked about it a lot
over the last year and we’ve
decided that we want to provide a more casual dining
experience so we have new
investors, and we are going
to re-configure the place.
“We are go ing for the
authenticity of an old-world
Cork pub, with a pure Cork
brand. We’ll have a pre-Victorian look about the place.
The building lends itself
every well to that.”

Irish teen dies after Majorca hotel balcony fall
Stephen Rogers
A 14-year-old Irish boy has
died after falling 6m from the

balcony of a Majorca hotel
late on Tuesday night.
The teenager, who has not
been identified, was rushed
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Tusla overpaid
staff by more
than €1m

Páirc’s Red feather day
Miller
refusal
queried
The Government is to seek
a n e x p l an a t i o n f r o m th e
Co rk C o u n t y B o a rd a m id
concerns that the decision
not to allow the Liam Miller
tribute match to take place at
Páirc Uí Chaoimh may have
broken the conditions of a
grant paid towards the stadium’s redevelopment.
The €80m redevelopment
of Páirc Uí Chaoimh received
€30m in public funding, and
the EU approved the grant
on condition that the stadium “will be open to various
users on a non-discriminatory and transparent basis”.
Former Irish international
Liam Miller, who played for
Manchester United, Celtic,
Sunderland, and Cork City,
as well as in Australia and
the US, died earlier this year
at the age of 36.
Tickets for the September
25 match at the 7,000-capacity Turners Cross, which is
set to feature a host of former
Manchester United, Celtic,
and Ireland stars, went on
sale this morning and were
expected to be snapped up
within minutes.
At Wednesday’s launch of
the tribute match in aid of
Mr Miller’s family, the organisers said they had sought
the use of the 45,000-capacity
Páirc Uí Chaoimh for the occasion, but GAA rules on the
use of its facilities by other
spor ting codes prohibited
the hosting of the game.
This was yesterday conf irmed by Cork County
Board chairwoman Tracey
Kennedy, who said she was
receptive to the idea, but that
neither Croke Park nor the
GAA Central Council could
give it the go-ahead as “it
would require permission
from Congress and that does
n o t ta ke pl ac e u n t i l ne xt
February”.
In May 2014, the Government announced that it
would provide a €30m grant
towards the redevelopment
of Páirc Uí Chaoimh — only
for the European Commission to subsequently declare
t h at it wa s t o i nv e s t i g at e
whether the funding violated
State aid rules.
In July 2016, the Commission issued an 11-page decis i o n in w h ich it g a ve th e
opinion that it did not consider that the €30m grant
amounted to illegal State aid
but it als o no te d that the
“stadium could be rented out
to other field sports”, and,
under the terms and conditions for use of the stadium,
i t s a id P á i rc U í C h a o i m h
“ w i l l b e o pe n to v a r i o u s
users on a non-discriminatory and transparent basis”.
I t fu r t h e r s a i d th at th e
Co rk C o u n t y B oa rd “ w il l
rent out the Páirc Uí
Chaoimh’s facilities to third
parties to organise sporting
and other commercial
events”. The same section of
the decision states that the
Government “will monitor
the use of the facility over a
period of at least 15 years”.
“If the terms of the grant
are not complied with, and
the fa cility is not used as
intended, this could result in
the claw-back of aid,” the
Commission warned.
The Irish Examiner put
questions in relation to the
European Commission ruling to both the GAA and the
C o r k Co un ty B oa rd . T he
County Board referred the
matter to GAA headquarters, which in turn said
it had no comment.
Analysis: 11
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to hospital but died yesterday morning.
The Majorca Daily Bulletin said his mother had been
asleep in their Eix Lagotel
hotel in the resort of Playa de
Muro when she heard her
son cry out for help from the
balcony.
It is understood that he
had somehow fallen and was

hanging from the balcony
railings.
She rushed over and tried
desperately to pull him back
up. However, she was unable
to prevent him from falling.
The teen was ru shed to
Son Espases Hospital with
serious injuries including a
punctured lung.
Despite the ef forts of

emergency services and the
hospital, he later succumbed
to his injuries.
The Department of
Foreign Af fairs would not
conf irm any details about
t h e in c i de nt o r the b o y ’s
identity, other than to say
that it is providing consular
assistance to the family of an
individual in Spain.

P a y r o l l ov e r p a y m e n t s in
excess of €1m, €4.7m spent
on goods and services without proper procurement, and
weaknesses in oversight and
monitoring of grants to outside agencies are among the
concerns flagged in the 2017
annual financial statements
of Tusla, the child and family
agency.
The shortcomings are acknowledged in a statement
on internal control by the
chair of Tusla’s board,
Norah Gibbons. They are
also referenced by the Comptroller and Auditor General,
who audited the accounts.
Ms Gibbons said some of
the procurement issues arise
f r o m co n t ra c t s i n h e r i t e d
from the HSE, when Tusla
was set up in 2014. She said
the overpayments problem
was largely due to the process being manual, and that
they are working towards an
automated solution.
In relation to control
weaknesses relating to the
monitoring and oversight of
agencies in receipt of €152m
in exchequer funding, these
were identified in an audit
that reviewed 33 grant payments (totalling €19.5m).
While grantees are
required to submit a certificate of compliance from their
a u d i t o r s s t a t in g t h a t th e
funds are applied for the purpo se s in te n de d, th e au di t
found that the certificate was
received in just 25% of cases.
There were also shortcomings in the process governing

funding for Family Resource
Centres (FRCs), which
requires submission of an
application form. In its review of a sample of 10 payments totalling €1.07m, the
audit identif ied instances
where no application forms
or service level agreements
were used in 2017. All agreem e n t s fo r th e F R C s we re
extended from 2016.
M s G i bb on s s a i d : “T he
agency recognises that there
is a need for continued emphasis on and development
of the control environment
and a focus on the need to
drive a single organisation
wide culture of compliance.”
These weak financial practices are against a backdrop
of children being referred to
the agency at a rate of one
refer ral every 10 minutes
last year. According to
Tusla’s annual report, published separately to its financial statements, total referrals reached 53,755 in 2017,
up 10,000 since 2014.
While Tusla has improved
its performance in relation
to allocating a link social
worker to children placed in
foster care with relatives
who have not been properly
assessed, in one in 10 cases,
there was still no link
worker. The function of the
link worker is to support the
foster family and review the
care they provide.
A quarter of retrospective
cases of abuse had no social
worker in December 2017,
albeit a significant improvement on the previous January when the figure was 56%.
On the upside, out of 6,190

children in care, the majority of who are fostered, 95%
had an allocated social
worker.
Brian Lee, Tusla director
of quality assurance, said:
“Despite challenges such as
increasing demand, rising
refer ral rates, and leg acy
issues, Tusla is delivering on
its major programme of
reform which will ultimately
enhance services for vulnerable children, young people,
and families.”
The annual report shows:
■ 721 school attendance notices were issued to parents
in the academic year 2016/
2017;
■ 156 court summonses
is su ed a b o u t p oo r s ch o o l
attendance;
■ 9,065 children were
referred to family support.
The annual financial statements show:
■ €54k was spent on PR and
€441k on legal compensation;
■ €34m in outstanding legal
claims;
■ Gross pay for CEO Fred
McBride was €163,000, up
from €136,000 in 2016.
Ms Gibbon said Tusla’s
“control environment, risk
management processes and
assurance arrangements are
new and are improving and
where there are outstanding
recommendations by intern a l au d i t a n d th e C o m ptroller and Auditor General,
management action to meet
these recommendations will
be monitored by the board
and its committees and will
b e re a s s e s s e d in t h e 2 01 8
review of the system of internal controls”.
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‘Stand tall, speak out, take back your life’

Ann O’Loughlin

■ Association seeks legal advice
after refusing Miller benefit match
Joe Leogue
and Noel Baker
The GAA has refused to bow
to public pressure and last
night insisted it would not
back down on its decision to
block the hosting of a charity
match in aid of the family of
the late Liam Miller at Páirc
Uí Chaoimh.
Tickets for the match featuring former Manchester
United, Celtic, and Ireland
stars in September were all
snapped up within minutes
of going on sale yesterday
morning — intensifying
pressure for the event to be
s w i t c h e d f r om t h e 7 , 0 0 0 seater Turners Cross to the
45,000-capacity Páirc Uí
Chaoimh.
Despite calls from politician s, spor ts stars, and a
former GAA president, the
a s s o c i at i o n re i t e r at e d it s
decision to ban the fixture
from taking place at Páirc Uí
Chaoimh.
“The GAA is prohibited in
r u l e f r om h o s ti n g g am es
other than those under the
control of the Association in
its stadia and grounds,” it
said. “The Cork County
Committee and Central
Council have no discretion in
this matter.
“Only a change at annual
congress can alter this situation. Congress takes place
in February each year.”
The Irish Examiner yesterday revealed that the Department of Transport,
Tourism, and Sport said it
wo u l d c o n t a c t t h e C o r k
C o u n t y B o a r d ab o u t t h e
issue amid questions over
whether the ban broke conditions attached to the €30m
f u n d i n g th e G o ve r n m e n t
granted for the redevelopment of Páirc Uí Chaoimh.
The GAA said it is confident its decision does not
violate European Commission conditions that the
stadium “could be rented out
to other fi eld spor ts” and
“ w i l l be o p e n to va r i o u s
users on a non-discriminatory and transparent basis”.
It said: “The GAA has
sought legal advice around
funding received towards the
redevelopment of Páirc Uí
Chaoimh and believes it is
compliant with the terms
and conditions laid down in
September 2016.”
The GAA reaf f irmed its
offer to provide hospitality
facilities at the venue for free
and said it wishes “the event
organisers every success in
their endeavours”.

Taoiseach Leo Varadkar —
w h o wa s s p o r t s m in i s te r
when the €30m grant was
approved in May 2014 — yesterday refused to comment
o n th e c o n t ro ve r s y o r be
drawn on whether he believed the terms of the funding
have been broken.
“At the moment, I might
stay out of that one but I met
[junior sports minster Brendan] Grif f in this morning
and he’s very much aware of
it, but I will stay out of it for
now,” Mr Varadkar told reporters in West Cork .
Speaking at the same
event, Fine Gael MEP Seán
Kelly, a former president of
the GAA, said he believed
most grassroots members of
the org anisation want the
charity match to take place
at Páirc Uí Chaoimh.
“I think it is important to
actually emphasise that
Páirc Uí Chaoimh are not
making the decision in this
case,” said Mr Kelly.
“They are taking guidance
from headquarters and
headquarters, I understand,
are saying their hands are
tied, which is unfortunate,
because I think the majority
of the grassroots would like
to see the facility being made
available.”
Mr Kelly said he believes
there is some room within
the GAA rulebook to make
the event happen.
“If it were the case [that]
people would be worried that
it would have a knock-on effect, what we do then is get a
rule change at Congress next
year specifying exactly what
would be regarded as special
circumstances in the future,
and also what would be the
procedure to get permission,
which I think would proba b l y b e p er m is s io n fro m
Central Council,” he said.
The European Commission said it would not comment on that matter.
However, the terms of its
a p p r o va l f o r t h e fu n d in g
explicitly state that open,
n o n - d i s c r i m i n a t o r y , an d
transparent access should be
provided to the stadium, and
t h at t h e G ove r n me n t i s
tasked with ensuring
t h a t su ch c on d i ti on s are
fulfilled.
Cork County Council is to
suspend standing orders at
its meeting on Monday
morning to discuss the issue,
with Fianna Fáil directly
calling on the GAA to allow
the event take place at the
stadium.
News: 7

Sophia Murphy, 33, at Dublin Central Criminal Court yesterday, where she gave a powerful victim impact statement after her
father, John Murphy, was jailed for 18 years for sexually abusing her from the age of three. SEE: Page 2
Picture: Collins Courts

‘The passing of Amy has
left a big void in our lives’
Liam Heylin
A 27-year-old Midleton man
w h o mu rd er ed h is g ir l friend because he believed
she had cheated on him was
jailed for life yesterday.
Adam O’Keeffe had admitted the manslaughter of
Amy McCarthy, aged 22,
but denied murdering her.
H o weve r , th e j u r y r e turned a unanimous verdict
of guilty.
A m y ’ s sis te r J ess ie
McCar thy spoke for the
whole family when she said:
“The one thought in our
mi nd s th at wi ll re mai n
forever is of Amy lying on
the floor with no one to pick
her up and get her the help
she needed. We have no
doubt she was pining for us
that night.
“ T h e on e p e r s o n th at
misses her most is her son,
Adam. What we would do to
see them reunited and see
the joy on their faces again
but we know that is never
going to happen. If only one
of us could swap places with
Amy it would be done in a
heartbeat.
“The future holds a lot

Amy McCarthy, 22, was killed by
her jealous boyfriend.
for Amy’s son, but we will
face them day by day, step
by step.
“There is one thing we
would like to ask — that
Amy’s son would continue
t o b e k no wn a s A d a m
M c C a r t h y , no t t h e bo y
wh os e fat he r kil le d hi s
mother.”
The family thanked the
court and gardaí, particularly detectives Noel Maxwell, Shane Bergin, and
Anne O’Sullivan.
“The passing of Amy has
left a big void in our life,”

s a i d J e s s i e . “ S h e wa s a
loving person, she was a
daughter, a sister, a sisterin-law, a grandchild, a niece,
and an aunt. She was a
cousin and a friend and most
of all she was a mother.
“So, do we continue to
grieve Amy’s passing? Yes,
every day, but we know we
must go forward and that’s
w h a t s h e wo u l d h av e
wanted.”
The jury reached their
unanimous decision on the
second day of deliberation
on what was day eight of
O’Keeffe’s trial at the Central Criminal Court sitting
in Cork. He admitted manslaughter but pleaded not
guilty to the murder of Amy
McCarthy on April 29, 2017,
or Ap r i l 30, 201 7, at 36
Sheares St, Cork city.
The victim was found
dead on the floor of a squat
and an aut o p s y sh owed
signs of blunt force trauma
to the head, manual strangulation, and the presence of a
large quantity of alcohol.
Ms Justice Eileen Creedon
imposed the mandatory sentence of life imprisonment.
News: 4

Coveney and Barnier open to backstop talks
Fiachra Ó Cionnaith
and Noel Baker

Michel Barnier are willing to
discuss the March backstop
deal in a bid to prevent a noTánaiste Simon Coveney and deal Brexit.
EU chief Brexit negotiator
It comes after British
prime
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and that it must keep all of
the UK in the customs union.
”I don’t think we will see
the white paper agreed in
full, or anything like it, but
it’s certainly the basis,
though, for a detailed and
agreed negotiation,” said Mr
Coveney.
In Brussels, Mr Barnier
echoed the comments, sayi n g th at wh il e t h e Ma rc h

backstop plan remains in
place, the eventual deal will
“not necessarily be ours”.
The Irish Aviation Authority, meanwhile, confirmed
that British flights could be
barred from Irish skies. The
IAA warned that if there is
no Brexit deal, planes will
not be allowed land in this
country. It said that “there
wo u l d n e e d t o b e a n ew

agreement in place to maint a i n th e e x i s t i n g le ve l of
connectivity between Europe and the UK”.
Meanwhile, Taoiseach Leo
Varadkar shrugged of f his
“monstering” by The Sun in
B r i t a i n an d s a i d h e st i ll
believes a no-deal Brexit can
be avoided.
News: 6
Forum: 14

A man who spent almost two
years in jail before his conviction on robbery and firearms charges was quashed
in 2013 has brought an unprecedented action for damages against the State.
Michael O’Callaghan was
jailed for 10 years in Februa r y 20 11 a ft e r b e i ng c o nvicted on robbery and firearms charges arising from a
post office robbery in Cork
City in 2009. He denied the
charges but was convicted
after the trial judge refused a
defence application directing
acquittal.
His appeal was heard on
April 18, 2013. On July 31,
2013, the Court of Criminal
Appeal allowed the appeal on
the basis that the trial judge
erred in law in refusing to direct an acquittal. The Court
of Cr i m in a l Ap pe a l ru le d
that there was no evidence
linking Mr O’Callaghan to
the scene of the offence and
directed his immediate release.
No retrial was ordered.
Mr O’Callaghan says that,
despite his case not having
been certified a miscarriage
of justice under the Criminal
Procedure Act 1993, he has a
right to damages.
That arises because of the
“rare and unusual form of
injustice” in his case where
the trial judge failed to direct
a jury to acquit him and the
two years in prison before
his conviction was quashed,
he claims.
The State, he contends, is
liable for the trial judge’s
error and the delays in his
conviction being overturned.
His case was processed by
the courts between 2009 and
2013, at the peak of a “systemic backlog”, he says.
News: 28
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‘Give
share
options
to CIE
staff’
■ Ross plan would give workers
‘a few bob and a morale boost’
Daniel McConnell
Political Editor

Transport Minister Shane
Ross is proposing a radical
scheme to of fer share options to 11,000 CIE employees, in order to “give
them a few bob” and make
them feel better.
Mr Ross said that the CIE
companies — Irish Rail, Bus
Éireann, and Dublin Bus —
are “unviable financially”
without the State subvention
of €255m each year.
It is understood that the
proposal has angered Finance Minister Paschal Donohoe and his officials but
Mr Ross is pushing ahead
with it.
Mr Ross, who has been a
longstanding critic of CIE
from his time as a journalist
and as an Opposition TD,
says that, by allowing staff to
have some ownership of the
company, they can share in
any future success.
However, he has said that,
should the companies produce what he called a “synthetic profit” once the subvention is factored in, then
staff should share in the rewards.
Mr Ross has asked New
Era (the Government’s New
Economy and Recovery
Authority) to examine the
feasibility of such a scheme,
and that report is due to be
discussed at Cabinet shortly.
He said the move would help
to greatly improve morale
among workers in the three
companies.
“ I ha ve n ’ t t o l d a ny on e
this, I believe in the idea of
giving share options to the
staff,” said Mr Ross.
“I think there is potential
in saying to them, those in all
three companies: ‘Look, you
have the base subvention
which will continue and increase, but if over and above
that you have a synthetic
p r o f i t , yo u s t a r t ma ki ng
money, there is no reason
why you shouldn’t share in
that.’ ”
Asked about his motivation for such a proposal,
Mr Ross said it is to tackle
low morale in the CIE companies.
“Because morale was very
bad in the companies a year
ago, during the strikes,” said
Mr Ross. “We have got to increase it.”

Inside
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Nostalgia has become
a driving force for
nationalists the world
over, but Brexiteers’
yearning for a return to
Britain’s imperial past
is not just fanciful, but
dangerous. Page 10

M r R o s s h as e xp l i c i t l y
r u l e d ou t a n y su gg es t i on
t h at mo vi ng t o a n o pti on
scheme such as this would
end up in privatisation.
“We will look to see how
we ca n g i ve th es e g u y s a
stake in the companies without it being privatisation,
which it won’t be. We don’t
want that. No question about
that,” he said emphatically.
“They will identify with it
and getting a few bob apart
from pay increases which
are not satisfying them, and
it is a novel idea and it might
work. It would be over and
a b o ve ta rg et s w h i c h yo u
would set, factoring in the
subvention.”
As to the viability of the
CIE group, as a long-time
critic of how it was run, Mr
R o s s w a s c l e a r ab ou t i t s
chances to survive without
annual taxpayer-funded support.
“CIE is not going to make a
profit in the true sense of the
word and it is going to continue to be subvented,” said
Mr Ross. “It is certainly not
viable in the sense it is not
g o i n g t o b e co m m er c i a l ,
make a profit.”
Responding to Mr Ross’
suggestion, Dermot O’Leary,
g e n e r a l se cr e t ar y o f th e
National Bus and Rail Union
(NBRU), said the spirit behind the proposal is one to be
worked on.
He said that, on one level,
it is “bizarre” that the minister, as shareholder, would
not realise that these companies do not make a profit,
but the notion behind aiding
workers, particularly in Bus
Éireann, in improving their
pay is welcome.
Mr Ross has also confirme d th at de sp it e re q u i r i n g
huge State subsidies, Irish
Rail will not be closing down
any of its current rail lines,
e ve n th e m u c h - m a l i g n e d
L i m e r i c k t o B a l ly br op h y
line.
The line is costing €550 per
passenger to operate, a 2016
report found.
“ B a l l y b r o p h y i s a ve r y
controversial area but there
a re no p la n s t o cl o s e an y
lines,” said Mr Ross. “It is
doing better and all three
companies took on more passeng ers last year. But we
have no plans to close rail
lines or anything like that.”
News: 5
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It has been a stellar
year for The Everyman,
particularly with the
success of ‘Asking For
It’. However, artistic
director Julie Kelleher
is not resting on her
laurels.
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Flight of fancy

Runway
closure
grounds
flights
Stephen Rogers
and Sean O’Riordan

Éabha Naughton from Annaghdown, Co Galway, with Muireann and Joe Corley from Manulla, Co Mayo, at the Mayo International Kite Festival. Hundreds of kitefliers
and spectators of all ages gathered on the popular Achill Island beach.
Picture: Michael McLaughlin

GAA to meet Miller match organisers
Joe Leogue
The GAA has agreed to meet
the organisers of a tribute
match for the late Liam Miller about hosting the event in
Páirc Uí Chaoimh after the
G o ve r n m e n t wa r n e d th at
the association’s previous
refusal to grant access to the
stadium could breach State
aid rules.
O n F r id ay eve n i n g , th e
GAA said it was rule-bound
to reject the approach to host
the September 25 match between a host of stars who
played with Miller during
his time at Manchester
United, Celtic, and Ireland.
H o weve r , l e s s t h a n 2 4
hours later, the association
issued a statement in which
it said its president and director general are to meet
the organising committee to
discuss the event.
The Irish Examiner can
now reveal that this U-turn
came after a number of calls
to the GAA hierarchy from
political sources, including
Brendan Grif f in, minister
for state with responsibility
for sport, and Tánaiste
Simon Coveney.
Last week, the Irish Examiner revealed that there were

con cer ns that the refusa l
to host the game would run
contrary to the terms and
c o n d i t i o n s o f a E ur o p e a n
Commission decision to
a llo w the G ove r n m e n t to
award a €30m grant to Páirc
U í Ch ao im h ’ s r e d e ve l o p ment.
Mr Griffin confirmed that
these conditions were discussed with the GAA at the
weekend, and that talks also
involved officials from his
Department’s Sports Capital
Unit — which is responsible
for the granting of public
funds to sports projects.
“ We ne ed t o b e ca re fu l
with the terms and conditions of the grant, and to ensure there’s no breach
there,” Mr Griffin said.
“When it comes to public
funds, whether it’s a small
f ield in Co Ker ry or a stadium in a city, we need to
protect the public purse.”
The GAA had previously
said it had taken legal advice
and was confident it was not
breaking the terms of the
grant aid.
However, while Mr Griffin
said his officials were still
e x a m i n i n g th e l e g a l i t i e s
at this time, he said that his
depar tment would always

a p p ro a ch su ch si tu at i o n s
with caution. He said it was
his personal hope that the
match would be moved to
Páirc Uí Chaoimh from
Turners Cross, which has a
capacity of 7,000, and that the
GAA would view the match
as primarily a charity event
to pay tribute to a distinguished sportsman.
Cork developer Michael
O’Flynn, who is chair of the
organising committee, welcomed the GAA’s announcement.
“We are greatly encouraged by the statement from
the GAA and that the president and director ge neral
want a meeting,” he said.
“Obviously we look forward
to sitting down with them as
soon as possible in the public
interest and to see if we can
find a way forward that will
make everyone happy.”
However, he also expressed his dismay at social media
repor ts over the weekend
that claimed the two sides
had already come to a deal
on using the stadium.
“I was very disappointed
with social media reports on
Saturday night claiming that
an agreement had been
reached,” said Mr O’Flynn.

Martin urged to ‘change
direction’ after poll ranking
Daniel McConnell
Political Editor

Fianna Fáil leader Micheál
M a r t i n h a s b e e n ca l l ed
upon to “change direction”
or risk a general election
drubbing by some of his
own TDs.
Angry par ty members
we r e re sp on d i ng t o an
opinion poll which shows
the party is now on just 21%
— a full 13 percentage points
behind Fine Gael.
The Behaviour and Attitudes survey for The Sunday
Times was the lowest rating
for Fi an na F á i l fo r tw o
years, having fallen three
points since the previous
poll.
However, a number of
party TDs gave voice to their
anger on Saturday and accused Taoiseach Leo Varadkar of leaking details of his
meeting with Mr Martin
about extending the confidence and supply agreement.
The two leaders met in
K i l l a r n e y on T h u r s d ay
night and, as reported in the
media, Mr Varadkar requested that Mr Martin accede to a two-year extension
to the deal.
“More games from the
Taoiseach. So much for a
private discussion leader to

Micheál Martin: Fianna Fáil now
13 points behind Fine Gael.
leader. Can’t help himself
with the constant leaking &
spinning. Agreement review
will occur after the budget
as set out,” said the party’s
finance spokesman Michael
McGrath on Twitter.
Th i s dr ew a s ha r p re sponse from Kilkenny TD
and chair of the Oireachtas
Finance Committee, John
McGuinness, who said: “The
Agreement review? 21%?
Change direction or ask the
people! Simple as!”
Robert Troy, the party’s
spokesman on transport,
also criticised Mr Varadkar
saying: “Trust a man who
leaks a private meeting to
papers?? more interested in
s e t t i n g an a g e n d a tha n
constructively working to
provide stability.”
However, this too drew a

withering response from Mr
McGuinness.
“Oh dear! How can Micheal ever trust him again,
Robert ? It must be so hard
to support someone like Leo
and his Gov that have an
agenda and are planning
ahead!” Mr McGuinness
said, alluding to a sense of
chaos in his own party.
Mr McGuinness is reflective of a growing unhappiness among party TDs over
the ongoing deal, arguing
the party is suffering as a result of it.
He was unable to comment when contacted by the
Irish Examiner yesterday.
Responding last night,
one se n io r p a r t y fi gu re
s o u g h t t o di sm i ss M r
McGuinness’s comments,
pointing to similar comments he made in 2014 just
before the party became the
largest party at local level
and again ahead of the 2016
general election, where the
party gained 23 seats.
Meanwhile, at the MacGill Summer School yesterday, former taoiseach Bertie
Ahern said the “natural lifespan” of the Government
support pact between Fianna Fail and Fine Gael ends
next Easter, at which point
an election may be called.
News:

“No discussions had even
taken place as to when and
where the meeting would
take place, so I was really
surprised to see reports that
t h e us e o f th e ve n u e wa s
agreed — nothing could be
further from the truth.
“We welcome the GAA’s
statement, but nothing else
had happened at that point.”
While the GAA had said its
rules prohibited it from hosting the match, and that only
a change at its annual congress could alter the situation, senior legal sources
believe there is scope within
the GAA regulations to sanction the match.
The GAA’s Rule 5.1 states
that its facilities can only be
used for purposes “not in

conflict with the aims and
o b j e c t i ve s o f t h e a s s o c i ation”.
Sources believe no such
conflict arises due to the fact
t h a t M i l l e r wa s a f o r m e r
GAA player, that the match
will not interfere with the
hosting of any GAA match,
o r d i ve r t pe rs on ne l f ro m
playing Gaelic games.
They further believe that
the charitable nature of the
event is in keeping with the
GAA’s stated aim to “promote a community spirit” —
thus affording the GAA Central Council the authority to
sanction the match.
The meeting between the
GAA and the match organising committee is expected to
take place early this week.
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The main runway at Cork
Airport had to be closed for
more than four hours yesterday and six flights had to be
cancelled after a tyre burst
on the nose wheel of an
e x e c u t i v e j e t w h i ch w a s
about to take off.
T h e U S - r e g i s t e re d j e t ,
car rying two crew and six
passengers, burst the tyre at
3.06pm near the intersection
between the main runway
and the second runway.
A crane had to be brought
in to lift the aircraft onto a
low loader truck and it was
7.15pm before the airpor t
was able to reopen the main
r unway with flight movements starting again shortly
after that.
C o r k A i rp o r t ’ s h e a d of
communications, Kevin Cullinane, said no injuries were
reported on the stricken aircraft and all the passengers
got off safely.
Mr Cullinane confirmed
that the Air Accident Investigation Unit is examining the
incident.
T h re e fl i g h t s in t o C or k
and three out had to be cancelled, mainly Aer Lingus
a n d Ry an a i r fl i g h t s . Ap proximately 1,000 passengers were affected and airlines were trying to get passengers onto later flights last
night or flights today.
Four flights coming into
Cork yesterday afternoon
were diverted to Shannon including two from Paris. Two
of the flights were then able
to come back into Cork.
This is the second time in a
m o n t h to s e e t he r u nw a y
closed due to problems with
nose gear.
On June 23, the main runway at Cork Airport had to
be closed after a hard landing involving a light aircraft.
It was en route from Waterford. When it landed on Runway 16 its nose gear snapped.
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Appeals board delays decision on salmon farm go-ahead
Noel Baker
A dec ision on whether to
allow a huge new salmon farming operation in Bantry
Bay may not now be made
until next summer.
The Aquaculture Licences
Appeals Board (ALAB) was
due to make a decision on the
application by this October,
h a v i n g si gn al le d la st De cember that it would request
a string of new reviews in

relation to the proposed development off Shot Head, including a new environmental impact statement on the
risk of sea lice infestation
and assessments regarding
any potential impact on the
o t t e r , se al , an d wi ld bi rd
population in the area near
Bantry.
However, in a letter issued
to those opposing the salmon
farm, and Marine Harvest,
the company which applied

State took
advice on
Páirc fund
conditions

for the development, ALAB
said it could be June 30, 2019,
before a decision is reached.
The case involves an appeal lodged with ALAB following the granting by the
Minister for Ag ri cultu re,
F o o d , an d th e Ma ri ne of
aquaculture and foreshore
l i c e n c e s to Br ad en Fa ra d
Teo, trading as Marine Harvest of Fanad, Co Donegal.
An oral hearing last year
was halted over a technical

issue and in April this year
ALAB sought submissions
from the various parties and
has now revised the timeframe for its decision.
In the letter, ALAB said:
“It is the intention of the
Board that the Appeal will be
determined by it as soon as
practicable and by no later
than June 30, 2019.”
A l e c O ’ Do no va n of th e
Save Bantry Bay group said
opposition to the plan is still

as strong as ever and that it
was a “complicated” matter
that needed time.
A spokesperson for Marine Harvest said: “While respecting ALAB’s mandate
and independence, Marine
Harvest Ireland wishes to
place on record its disappointment that a final decision still hasn’t been reached
on an application which the
company originally applied
f o r to th e De pa r t me nt of

Agriculture in 2011.
“Seven years later, we are
told that the decision won’t
be taken until the middle of
next year at the earliest. It
sends out a very neg ative
message to the Irish aquaculture sector and doesn’t prov i d e an y of th e ce rt ai nt y
which is necessary for those
seeking to invest and create
employment in the industry.
“Those who end up bearing the brunt of this inaction

Officials within the Department of Transport, Tourism,
and Sport sought legal advice on the terms and conditions attached to the funding
of Páirc Uí Chaoimh following the publication of an article in the Irish Examiner
querying the GAA’s initial
refusal to host the Liam Miller tribute match.
Internal emails released to
this newspaper under the
Freedom of Information Act
reveal an article by lawyer
Tim O’Connor was shared
among department officials,
and his subsequent appearance on RTÉ radio was transcribed and circulated within the department.
On Friday, July 20, a senior department official contacted the GAA, citing the
EU State Aid ruling — the
s a m e da y th is ne w s p a p e r
published Mr O’Connor’s article in which he questioned
whether the GAA’s decision
n o t to ho st th e ga me ra n
co nt ra ry to th e te rm s of
€30m funding awarded to the
stadium.
“Given the Government’s
€30m investment, and the
need for EU state aid rules to
be abided by, I would welcome clarity regarding your
governance ar rangements
and decision making in certain circumstances, particularly in cases involving public interest and significant
Government investment,”
assistant secretary Ken
Spratt wrote.
Later that day, the GAA
told the department that it
was to issue a press release
in which it would say the association was prohibited by
its rules from hosting the
match at Páirc Uí Chaoimh,
that only a rule change at
Congress could change the
situation, and that it had
sought legal advice and was

“fully compliant” with the
terms of the funding.
On Monday, July 23, Noel
Sheehan of the department’s
Sports Capital Programmes
contacted Michael Dreelan,
legal advisor to the department, seeking his advice on
the hosting of the tribute
match at Páirc Uí Chaoimh.
In his request, he attached a
copy of the European Commission’s decision on the stadium funding.
The next day, Mr Sheehan
sent colleagues a brief ing
from the Sports Capital Programmes Division outlining
the history of the European
Commission’s involvement
in the funding of Páirc Uí
Chaoimh.
Under a section entitled
‘Legal Advice’, Mr Sheehan
noted that the GAA did not
believe their original decision breached the terms and
conditions of the funding .
However, the section outlining the depar tment’s own
legal advice was redacted in
the copy of the document released to the Irish Examiner.
The same day, Mr Sheehan had cor respondences
with Sylvester Carruth, an
official with the Department
of Foreign Affairs who was
previously with the Department of Transport, Tourism,
and Sport.
“Not sure wr [sic] could
force them to host it,” Mr
Carruth advised. “Probably
more case of moral persuasion. And classifying event
as a fundraiser rather than
an actual soccer match.”
Later that day, the match
organisers and the GAA said
that both sides held a “constructive” meeting and that
the GAA would consider a
p r o p o s a l fo r ho st in g th e
event.
Four days later, the GAA
announced the match would
take place at Páirc Uí
Chaoimh.

those recommendations imp l e m e n t e d “t o br ea k th e
never-ending cycle of unnecessary delays”.
The spokesperson added
that the company has earmarked €22m for investment
in Irish sites and the
c o u n t r y ’ s fa il ur e to me et
aquaculture targets could result in lost income of €1.3bn
by 2020 “if no tangible, progressive action is taken by
the department”.

Eyes on the prize

■ GAA first refused to host tribute
match for international soccer star
Joe Leogue

and suffering most are our
workers who don’t have the
c e r t a i n t y an d se cu ri ty of
re g u l a r wo r k be ca us e we
cannot grow enough fish.”
The spokesperson said the
Agriculture Minister, Michael Creed, had been asked
to address “the serious
bottlenecks in the aquaculture licencing system” in an
independent report commissioned by his depar tment
and Marine Harvest wanted

First-day fun at St Brendan’s Primary School, Blennerville, near
Tralee.
Picture: Domnick Walsh

Picture: Hany Marzouk

New students of St Brendan’s Primary School, Blennerville.
Picture: Domnick Walsh

Meabh Hobbs, Amelia Harrington, and Leo Sullivan at Bere Island
school.

Áine gets down to work on her first at Scoil Eoin Primary School,
Tralee.
Picture: Domnick Walsh

Ella Mae at St Ita’s National School, Loughrea, for her first day of school.

Ryan and Kyle out to make a name for themselves at Scoil Eoin
Primary School, Tralee.
Picture: Domnick Walsh

Author O’Neill named
Cork Person of the Month

13 ITs failing to apply for
gender equality benchmark

Eoin English

Niall Murray

Best-selling author and Irish
Examiner columnist Louise
O’Neill, whose works have
challenged society to consider and discuss rape culture and consent issues, has
been named Cork Person of
the Month.
Awards organiser Manus
O’Callaghan, who presented
the West Cork-based author
of Asking For It with the August award, described her as
one of the region’s bravest
writers.
“Louise is a feminist and
very politically engaged,” he
said. “She is one of Cork’s
b r a ve s t an d mo st ho ne st
writers as well as being a
great writer. Her work is
impor tant for both young
and old alike, and for both

male and female.”
Her name will now be included in the long-list of contenders for the Cork Person
of the Year 2019 title, which
will be announced next January.
Ms O’Neill, from Clonakilty, completed a Bachelor of
Ar ts degree in English at
Trinity College Dublin and a
postgraduate qualification
in fashion-buying at Dublin
Institute of Technology, before landing a job as an assistant stylist for the senior
director of Elle magazine in
New York.
She decided to return
home to write in 2012 and
landed a publishing deal in
2014. Her fi rst book, Only
Ev er Yours, featured girls
raised in schools where they
are trained to please men.

However, it was her book,
Asking For It, which examined the aftermath of a rape at
a house party and dealt with
issues including rape culture, consent, and family disintegration, that has had the
biggest impact so far.
She was described by The
Guardian as “the best young
a d u l t fi ct io n wr it er al iv e
today”.
The book has spawned a
TV documentary and a stage
adaptation.
Its world premiere at the
Everyman Theatre in Cork
this summer left audiences
shocked and deeply moved.
I t wi ll be st ag ed in th e
Abbey Theatre in Dublin in
November, and a film adaptation is also in pre-production.
Ms O’Neill also writes a

Education Correspondent

Louise O’Neill at the Everyman in June, where her book, ‘Asking For
It’, was staged to rave reviews.
Picture: Jim Coughlan
weekly column for the Irish
Examiner, covering topics
such as gender politics,
women’s rights, and challenging subjects such as anorexia and bulimia.
Previous Cork Person of
the Month winners this year
include author Conal Cree-

don and city librarian Liam
Ronayne for their contribution to the cultural fabric of
the city, Grand National winning jockey Davy Russell,
m e d i c i n a l ca nn ab is ca mpaigner Vera Twomey, and
head of the Cork Sexual Violence Centre, Mary Crilly.

All but one of the 14 institutes of technology have yet
to submit an application for
the gender equality benchmark needed by the end of
next year to be eligible for
public research funding.
A l t h o u g h i n st i t ut es of
technology (ITs) involved in
planned mergers to become
technological universities
(TUs) have a long er timeframe in which to secure the
Athena Swan bronze award,
Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT) has submitted its
application this summer.
It is part of the three-coll e g e co ns or ti um — al on g
with Blanchardstown and
Tallaght ITs — approved in
July to merge and form a TU,

which is likely to be established formally next January. Other than the three
D u b l i n IT s me rg in g ne xt
year, seven others are finalising applications to form
TUs in the south west (Cork
and Kerry ITs), south-east
(Carlow and Waterford), and
Connacht-Ulster (GalwayMayo, Sligo and Letterkenny).
The rules on funding eligibility were announced by
three public research bodies
— Science Foundation Irel a n d , th e Ir is h Re se ar ch
Council, and Health Research Board — at the end of
2016. .
A policy announced last
month by ITs’ representative
b o d y , t h e Te c h n o l o g i c a l
Higher Education Association, commits all colleges in

the sector to address imbalances in disciplines traditionally dominated by one
particular gender, and to establish structures that allow
equal opportunity for all to
advance their careers.
Two ITs currently have female presidents but none of
the seven universities has
ever appointed a woman to
the role. The seven universities have now achieved the
bronze award from the Athena Swan initiative, an international organisation that
recognises work in thirdlevel colleges on the topic.
By the end of 2023, plans
on which bronze awards are
based must have been progressed and targets be met
sufficiently to merit a silver
award for colleges to remain
eligible for research funding.

Enthusiasm ‘plateaus’ for helping women into workplace
Eoin English
Organisations are experiencing ‘gender fatigue’ when it
comes to implementing
gender diversity in the workplace, a leading HR expert
has claimed.
Carol Kulik, research professor of Human Resource
Management at the University of South Australia Business School, told a breakfast
briefing for HR professionals
y e s t e r d a y th at de sp it e a

sense of urgency from extern a l pr e s s u re s fo r or ga ni sations to implement gender
diversity, the opposite is happening and progress may
have plateaued.
“It is getting hard to generate enthusiasm in org anisations with regard to
gender diversity and many
businesses are experiencing
gender fatigue,” she said. “It
is hard to keep gender diversity issues on the boil and
that’s a shame.”

Prof Kulik was speaking at
a briefing organised by the
Human Resources Research
Centre (HRRC) at the Cork
University Business School
(CUBS) at UCC, to coincide
with the CUBS-hosted Irish
A c a d e m y of Ma na ge me nt
Conference.
HRRC’s Ronan Carbery
said organisations with
women in senior managem e n t r o l e s h a ve h i g h e r
sales and higher levels of creativity and innovation.

However, Prof Kulik said
that, despite policies that
should have eased the problem of gender balance, progress may be plateauing, and
t h a t vi si bl e in cr ea se s in
gender diversity at the top
may be masking deeper, systemic, gender inequality.
“The question today in Ireland is not whether women
can or should work — the
question is whether the work
women do is valued as much
as the work that men do and

whether women’s work is as
likely as men’s to lead to senior management roles,” she
said.
In Australia, Prof Kulik
explained, women account
for 28% of the representation
on company boards while
the figure in Ireland is 16% —
which had been the rate in
Australia four years ago. Res e a r c h al so sh ow s w h en
there are fewer females on
company boards, the gender
pay gap in organisations was

much greater by up to 50%.
David Stanton, minister of
state at the Department of
Justice and Equality, told
the brief ing he has seen a
culture change in how busin e s s i s d o ne i n Le i n st er
House following an increase
in the number of female TDs
and senators.
“It is much more common
for mixed groups of female
and male politicians to sit
down together to discuss issues and to work collabor-

atively to devise solutions,”
he said. “Our priorities have
broadened too, to accommodate the interests of women
as well as men.”
However, Mr Keating said
the Constitution still refers
to the State recognising a
woman’s life is played out in
the home.
“In addition, over a third
of women in the Irish workforce have considered leaving or left their professional
positions due to opportunity

inequalities in their company,” he said.
“Gender parity is not just
the right thing to do; as we
have seen today it also
makes business sense. Org a n i s a t i o n s th at ha ve fe males in senior management
roles have higher sales, and
higher levels of creativity
and innovation.”
The conference was one of
two in Cork in recent days
that could boost the local
economy by €1.75m.
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‘Hard
border
would
incite
violence’
■ North’s former police chief
warns of no-deal Brexit inevitability
Fiachra Ó Cionnaith
and Elaine Loughlin
Northern Ireland’s former
police chief has warned that
there is no “logical” way to
avoid a hard border, potentially manned by soldiers, if
Britain leaves the EU without negotiating a deal in just
two months’ time.
Hugh Orde issued the
wa r n i n g a s G o ve r n m e n t
sources separately claimed
they were being held to ransom by landowners demanding massively inflated prices
for that land that would be
needed for new Dublin
and Rosslare port customs
check sites.
Speaking after Taoiseach
Leo Varadkar said on Friday
that a no-deal Brexit could
see soldiers return to posts
on a hard border with the
North, and before a crucial
House of Commons Brexit
plan B vote tomor row, Mr
Orde said the risk was growing more likely by the day.
Despite a spokesperson for
M r Va r a d k a r , T á n a i s t e
Simon Coveney, and senior
Government ministers
downplaying the suggestion
at the weekend, former PSNI
chief constable Mr Orde said
there was no way around the
“logical” outcome of a nodeal Brexit. He added that it
could act as a “catalyst” for
dissident republicans to see
the “fixed points” as “a target” for attack.
“The short answer is no,”
M r O r d e t ol d RT E ’ s Th is
Week programme. “There is
no logical way I can see to
have a soft border, unless
you have equality in terms of
customs and freedom of
movement, which are the
preconditions the EU has set.
“ I n my j u d g em e n t, y ou
will have to see some form of
p h y s i c a l ba r r i e r . H is to ry
tells us that they are, by definition, targets as soon as you
have a fixed point.
“To recreate a hard border
between Northern Ireland
and the Republic would have
huge significance in terms of
security. I think, by definition, those people [working
on the border] would be at
risk. They would become a
target.”
A s ke d i f u si ng m o d e r n
“ c am e r a s o r sc a n n e r s t o
monitor vehicles” could preve n t th e n e e d f o r a h a rd
border, as has been claimed,

Former Northern Ireland police
chief Hugh Orde.

M r O r d e s ai d “t h e s h or t
answer, again, is no”.
Warning this poses “huge
consequences”, he added: “It
creates a catalyst for people
to exploit that situation, and
certainly dissident republicans.
“Worryingly, we saw a car
bomb only last week in
Derry, and it’s a statement,
in my judgement, that things
are going to only get more
dif f icult, not less. A hard
border, if I was the chief of
the PSNI still, would worry
me greatly.
“People seem to have their
heads stuck in the mud, hoping it is all going to go away,
and, of course, it hasn’t.”
Mr Orde was speaking as
the Irish Examiner can today
reveal that Ireland’s no-deal
B re x i t c o n t in g e n c y p l a n s
have hit a major problem
over the amount of money
land-owners are demanding
t o g i ve up p r o p e r t y n ea r
Rosslare and Dublin ports.
Government sources said
taxpayers were being held
“over a barrel” by businesse s , f a r m er s , a n d p r i va t e
citizens, who were demanding massively inflated sums
for their land.
A senior Office of Public
Works source said that with
just under nine weeks to go
before Brexit, the Government was becoming increasingly anxious over the need
to ensure that acres of sites
needed for new customs
checks were secured.
However, the senior
source said negotiations remain “fraught”, with landowners “adding zeros to the
price” of their sites, because
“ t h e y kn ow t h e y h av e us
over a barrel”.
“With particular owners,
they [officials] are finding it
very difficult. Negotiations
are fraught,” the source said.
A spokesperson for the Office of Public Works declined
to comment, “until discussions are complete”.
Meanwhile, speaking on
the BBC, before the crucial
House of Commons Brexit
plan B debate — which includes amendments on ruling out a no-deal, ruling out
the backstop, and extending
Ar ticle 50 to December —
begins today, followed by a
vote tomorrow, the Tánaiste
wa r n e d th at I r e la n d w il l
not back down and that the
EU will not allow any nonbackstop deal.
The message was repeated
by European Commission
president Jean Claude
Juncker and vice-president
Frans Timmermans, who insisted “we can’t throw Ireland under the bus”.
H o weve r , a s e c o n d E U
message — that the backstop
could be re-examined, if Brita i n mo ve s t o al l ow a U K wide customs union — has
led to British speculation the
EU is crack in g un de r th e
high-stakes pressure.
News: 5
Editorial: 10
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Fears for
stalled event
centre over
€9m loan
Eoin English

Ian and Josie Diamond from Walkinstown in Dublin with their son Dylan, 5, who has autism. He is without a tutor at the moment while his parents try to
find a suitably qualified person.
Picture: Moya Nolan

Parents of children with autism
‘are totally afraid to speak out’

Michael Clifford

Special Correspondent
A couple with a child on the
autism spectrum has tried to
get a place for their son in 26
different schools — without
success.
Ian Diamond spent over a
year attempting to secure a
place for his son in schools
across the southside of Dublin,
but to no avail.
His son, five-year-old Dylan,
was diagnosed as having a condition that would properly
require education in a dedicated class for children with
autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). This would have to be
provided in either one of the
134 special schools across the
State or a dedicated ASD class
within a school.
The Government claims that
nearly all new schools are
making provision for an ASD
class. However, most schools

Air corps
informant
takes early
retirement
Joe Leogue
An air corps whistleblower
is to take early retirement
from the Defence Forces, less
than two months after telling
the junior defence minister
that he had received “continuing and unwar ranted
treatment” for making protected disclosures on health
and safety issues.
Last November, the whistleblower wrote to minister of
state Paul Kehoe and asked
him to “clarify his position”
as to his ongoing situation
within the air corps.
In writing to Mr Kehoe,
the whistleblower included
signed statements from air
corp s pe rson nel, the contents of which he said supp o r t e d h i s cl a i m th at th e
authorities were attempting
to “isolate and vilify” him
and turn his colleagues
against him.
Last September, a military
investigating officer ruled on
a complaint the whistleblower had made against his
commanding officer, regarding a delay of nearly three
years in the processing of paperwork concerning his continuation of service. The investig ation found that the
time taken to process the paperwork was not reasonable,
b u t sa id d is c i p lin in g the
commanding officer, as per
the whistleblower’s request,
was not proportionate.
News: 3
Analysis: 11

have yet to include such a class
and, as a result, demand for
places far outstrips supply.
Ian says that his family’s experience is not unique.
“ I g e nu in e l y t h i n k th at
people are totally afraid to
speak out for fear of losing
what small bit of hope or even
s o m e sm a l l a m o u n t o f r e sources,” he says.
“But parents are spending
the whole time chasing around
and it is just not good for your
mental health.”
He and his wife Josie have
had to resort to home tuition
for Dylan, but have experienced major difficulties in
getting and retaining a tutor
because the working conditions in the sector ensure that
many leave at the first opportunity.
In 2016, the family felt compelled to get a private diagnosis
for Dylan as the HSE had failed
to issue a diagnosis within the

statutory timeframe.
A complaint and appeal by
the family at how Dylan’s case
was dealt with were both upheld but no santion or remedial
action was ever taken by the
HSE as a result.
The complaints office acknowledged that the diagnosis
had not been made because of
the staff shortage problem in
the south Dublin area.
So the battle goes on. The
constant ringing, e-mailing,
pleading, meeting — all in an
attempt to access what every
child in the country is nominally entitled to.
If the worse came to the
worst, Ian concedes, Dylan
might have to enter
mainstream schooling, notwithstanding the extent of his
needs.
“ I kn ow a f ew
people who felt
forced to go down

Inside

that route,” says Ian. “And
their children are finding that
they get maybe a couple of
hours schooling a day and are
then sent home because that
is all that can be done for
them.”
The other option is to pack
up and try to relocate to where
services do exist.
“What am I expected to do,
move down to Offaly?” he asks.
“I don’t have a job there and
neither does my wife. Is that
what we are supposed to do?
Are we expected to pack up and
move because services for my
son are not what they are supposed to be?”
News: 4

New fears have emerged about the viability
of the stalled Cork event centre after the classification of €9m of the extra State funding as
a loan.
The Irish Examiner has learned that Cork
City Council plans to seek legal advice on
the decision by the Department of Culture,
Heritage and the Gaeltacht to classify €9m of
the increased €30m state injection into the
development of the 6,000-capacity venue as “a
repayable loan”.
There are real fears that unless new talks
on a repayment mechanism can be agreed,
the entire process, which has been dragging
on since 2014, is at risk.
Lord Mayor Mick Finn has written to the
key parties involved, calling for round-table
talks to discuss the outstanding issues.
“This project is crucial for not just the city,
but the region. It is one of the key triggers for
the future of the city,” he said.
“ I wo u l d c a l l o n all pa r t ie s inv o l ve d ,
including the Tánaiste, to overcome the
remaining challenges, and to iron out what
residual issues are left.”
Tánaiste Simon Coveney was not available
for comment over the weekend.
Just before Christmas, the department
confirmed that following detailed consideration of the city council’s request for additional funding, and in light of the extra works
required to deliver a slightly larger events
centre, the total public funding could be increased by €10m to €30m, in accordance with
public procurement rules.
It told the council on December 21 that the
f u n di n g wo u l d b e m ad e up o f g r an t a id
of €21m and a repayable loan of €9m to the
developers, BAM.
Talks between the department, Cork City
Council, BAM, and venue operators Live
Nation have begun to discuss all aspects
around the public funding elements.
The talks are taking place ag ainst the
background of a request from the department to the city council asking it to outline
its view, and that of BAM, in relation to the
loan element. It is also understood the department has sought written assurances
from the city that no further public funding
will be required for this project.
The city’s head of planning, Pat Ledwidge,
who is overseeing the council’s tender process with BAM, said: “We are looking at the
implications of the department’s letter, and
the impact of the letter on the viability of the
project.”
News: 6&7
Editorial: 10

IF THE
CAP FETS...

Opinion

Any crash on the M50
reduces all of Dublin to a
near standstill, not
because it’s impossible to
pass the crashed cars, but
because it’s impossible to
pass the gawkers who
slow down or stop their
own vehicles. Page 10

Arts

As ‘The Mule’, starring and
directed by 88-year-old
Clint Eastwood, hits our
cinemas, superfan John
Daly picks his 10 favourite
Eastwood films, from
‘Unforgiven’ to ‘Invictus’.
Page 15

Business

The finalists in the
Corporate section of the
Cork Company of the Year
Awards 2018 include
Jameson makers Irish
Distillers, pharmaceutical
giant Pfizer, and Zenith
Technologies, which has
taken the life sciences
sector by storm. Page 18

Mortgage help
More than 3,300 households
in serious mortgage arrears
have been spared the loss of
their homes with the help of
the Abhaile scheme.
The State-funded support
service says it helped broker
permanent or trial solutions
for these households over
the past two years.
News: 2

Trump threat
The White House has said US
president Donald Trump is
prepared for another government shutdown if Congress
will not work with him on his
border wall.
Trump says he does not
want federal agencies closed
d o w n a g a i n a n d d o e s n ot
want to declare a national
emergency, but is prepared
to do either.
World: 9

Discover a pathway for every learner
through Cork’s Further Education and Training colleges

Cancer tests
A leading GP group is seeking an immediate meeting
with HSE officials over the
deepening cervical cancer
tests crisis due to widespread
concern among its members
o ve r h o w m a n y te st s a r e
being sent back because they
have “expired”.
News: 24
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The man will retire early, and has cited ‘unwarranted treatment’ and attempts to turn
colleagues against him since he disclosed health-and-safety issues, says Joe Leogue

Air corps whistleblower
was ‘isolated, vilified’
A

N air corps whistleblower has
written to the Defence Forces
Chief of Staff to inform him of
his decision to retire early over
what he has claimed is the authority’s
failure to protect him.
The decision comes two months after
the whistleblower wrote to junior defence minister Paul Kehoe complaining
of the “unwarranted treatment” he has
received since he submitted a protected
disclosure on health-and-safety issues.
In this communication with Mr
Kehoe, the whistleblower included
signed statements from two air corps
personnel, the contents of which, he
said, were evidence of an attempt by
those in authority to “isolate and vilify”
him and turn his colleagues against
him.
He is one of three whistleblowers to
make complaints about the chemical
exposure suffered by air corps maintenance staff, the details of which were
first revealed by the Irish Examiner two
years ago.
The whistleblower’s decision to retire
follows the outcome of a redress-ofwrongs complaint he submitted against
his commanding officer, after he
learned that his superior delayed
processing paperwork relating to his
continued service in the air corps for
nearly three years.
In his complaint, the whistleblower
said he believed this failure to process
this paperwork was as a consequence
of his decision to submit a separate
protected disclosure in 2014 about the
lack of qualifications of those signing
off on aircraft maintenance work.
In responding to the complaint, the
commanding officer said he waited to
process the documentation, as the
whistleblower was on sick leave at the
time of the application. He added he was
not in a position to decide whether he
could recommend that the whistleblower was fit to continue in the air
corps.
The commanding officer further
pointed to previous complaints made
against him by the whistleblower,
which he said constitutes “a consistent
pattern of vindictive and bullying behaviour” against him.
In his concluding remarks, seen by
the Irish Examiner, the officer investigating the complaint last September
ruled that applications for continuance
in service should be processed within a
reasonable timeframe and that a period
of almost three years does not seem
reasonable.
However, he said it was not unreasonable for the commanding officer to form
the view that the whistleblower’s sick
leave at the time of his application was
enough for him not to recommend a
continuation of service, but that he
should have issued a non-recommendation, rather than leave the application in limbo.
He further said the whistleblower’s
call for disciplinary action against his
commanding officer was “disproportionate”, given the whistleblower continued to serve throughout the period,
and suffered no loss in pay or terms as a
result of the incident.
The investigating officer said relations between the two men had
“broken down to a significant extent”
and suggested mediation between the
pair.
He also said it is “is important that
[the whistleblower] be assured that he
will in no way be penalised or prejudiced for having made any protected
disclosures”.
“Where matters of concern are raised
by any member of the air corps, they
should be supported, and, where

Planes from the Irish air corps fly over Cork’s National Monument, Grand Parade, at Easter Monday celebrations marking the centenary of the 1916 Rising.
necessary, protected, for their efforts to
bring about positive change,” said the
investigator.
In November, the whistleblower
wrote to Mr Kehoe to complain that he
was receiving “continuing and unwarranted treatment” as a result of his
disclosures, and attached two signed
statements by named air corps personnel.
One member stated he was told he
was precluded from a meeting he had
arranged about outsourcing metal
work to a private company because he
had been seen speaking to the whistleblower.
The other air corps member said that,
last July, a flight sergeant complained
about the health and safety regime that
came into place since protected disclosures were made about conditions in the

air corps.
He alleged the sergeant said: “You
can thank [the whistleblower] for this;
he is getting exactly what he wants
now; we won’t be able to have any
chemicals in the hanger now, thanks to
him.”
The whistleblower told Mr Kehoe
that he rejected his commanding officer’s statement that none of the whistleblower’s complaints against him were
upheld.
He further said the commanding officer’s allegation that his complaints
were “vindictive and bullying” were deliberate lies, “in an attempt to blacken
my name and influence the outcome
of the military investigating officer’s
investigation”.
“It appears that, in exercising my
legal right to submit a complaint

against my commanding officer, in circumstances where I believe I have been
wronged, is now deemed by my commanding officer to be an abuse of process, vindictive, and bullying,” the
whistleblower wrote.
“I now respectfully request you, as
the Minister with Responsibility for
Defence, to please clarify your position
on this issue.”
Three weeks later, Mr Kehoe’s private secretary replied to direct the
whistleblower to submit his complaint
to the Defence Forces ombudsman.
Last month, the Defence Forces Chief
of Staff, Vice Admiral Mark Mellett, in
noting the findings of the whistleblower’s redress of wrongs, recognised
“the quality of the investigating officer’s report, and the clear, concise and
balanced manner in which it is pres-

Picture: Darragh Kane

ented.”
“This office acknowledges, and will
at all times vindicate, the rights of personnel to submit grievances through
the appropriate channels,” he said.
However, Vice Admiral Mellett said
“no complaint, in any format, insulates
a complainant from the requirement to
act in accordance with military discipline”.
“I consider some of the comments
made by the complainant in the course
of this application to be, at best, questionable and contrary to Defence Forces
values,” he said.
In informing Vice Admiral Mellett of
his intention to retire this month, the
whistleblower said he has yet to receive
assurances that he would not be penalised or prejudiced for having made any
protected disclosures, as per the inves-

tigating officer’s recommendations.
“I note that both you, as the Chief of
Staff of the Defence Forces and General
Office commanding the air corps, both
failed to provide any such assurances,”
the whistleblower said.
Responding to this newspaper, both
the Defence Forces and the Department
of Defence issued similar statements, in
which they said they “cannot go into
detail, in relation to any actions being
taken on foot of any individual disclosure, so as to ensure that such individual’s confidentiality is not breached”.
They said “any member of the Defence Forces who feels they were penalised, or were threatened with penalisation, for having made a protected
disclosure, should bring the matter to
the attention of the ombudsman for the
Defence Forces”.
Both the department and the Defence
Forces said “the health and welfare of
the men and women of the Defence
Forces is a priority” and that they are
“committed to compliance with the
requirements of the Protected Disclosures Act, 2014, and to the protections
contained in that act”.
Mr Kehoe “has made it clear to the
department and the Defence Forces
that the protections of the act must be
afforded to those who make qualifying
disclosures under the act”, according to
the department.
The whistleblower said he previously
submitted a complaint to the Ombudsman for the Defence Forces in 2015, is
still awaiting an outcome, and believes
he has continued to be marginalised
since.
In January 2017, the Irish Examiner
revealed how air corps whistleblowers
raised concerns about maintenance
staff exposure to cancer-causing chemicals. A complaint to the Health and
Safety Authority prompted an investigation, after which the watchdog
threatened legal action, unless the air
corps implemented a series of recommendations. A year-long programme of
improvements followed, after which the
HSA closed its case.
Meanwhile, the State is facing 21
legal cases brought by former air corps
members, at least seven of which have
been taken by men who say their
chronic illnesses were caused by their
undue exposure to chemicals.
The Government has ruled out any
investigation into whistleblower claims
that inspection reports dating back to
the 1990s, which raised concerns about
conditions in the air corps, were deliberately destroyed.
An investigation into the whistleblowers’ other claims found that appropriate records to demonstrate the air
corps’ compliance with health-andsafety standards are “not readily available”.
A decade of annual audits of the air
corps by the State Claims Agency were
not made available to the investigator,
nor was a report that raised concerns
about the safety management of the
cancer-causing trichloroethylene.
The details of this report were previously revealed by the Irish Examiner.
It found that there were no records to
show that personal protective equipment, or training on the dangers of the
chemical, were provided to staff.
It also found that work areas were not
segregated and doors to adjoining areas
were left open, that the workers’ tea
room and meeting area were located in
an adjoining area, raising the risk of
food being contaminated, and that
workers’ clothes could have been contaminated, as personnel lockers were
located in the immediate area where the
chemical was used.

The way we eat and what we eat are consuming the planet

E

VERY country is grappling with
the health and environmental
consequences of their people’s
diets. There has to be a better
way to feed everyone well and sustainably.
More than 820m people worldwide
lack sufficient food, and many more —
often in the same countries — consume
unhealthy foods that cause obesity,
heart disease, diabetes, and other lifelimiting conditions.
The health risks of poor diets are now
greater than the combined impact of
alcohol, smoking, unsafe sex, and drug
abuse.
Global food production is also the
single-largest source of human pressure on the planet’s resources, using 40%
of its land and 70% of its freshwater.
It also contributes substantially to
rising greenhouse-gas emissions, loss
of biodiversity, the emergence of ocean
dead zones, and deforestation.
With the global population set to
reach 10bn by 2050, the challenge of
feeding the world in a healthy and sustainable way will only deepen. Meeting
that challenge will require major, longterm systemic changes.
A good place to start is the set of
science-based guidelines recently released by the EAT-Lancet Commission
on Healthy Diets from Sustainable Food
Systems, funded by Wellcome (with
which both of the authors are affiliated).
In the proposed ‘win-win’ diet, onethird of calories would be acquired from

Our food is unhealthy
for us and how it is
produced (using 40%
of land and 70% of
freshwater) is
destroying the
environment, say
Modi Mwatsama and
Howard Frumkin

whole grains and tubers; protein would
come primarily from plant sources,
though about a half-ounce of red meat
per day would also be included; and 17
ounces of fruits and vegetables would

be consumed daily.
On average, this diet would halve
global consumption of red meat and
sugar, and more than double the
amount of fruits, vegetables, nuts, and
legumes that are consumed worldwide
today.
Of course, given the diversity of food
systems around the world, not to mention the role of culture and tradition in
shaping diets, specific components
would need to be adapted to local needs
and tastes. But if the entire world
adopted a version of this diet, up to
11.6m premature food-related deaths
could be prevented every year.
The Commission’s report sets out
clear strategies for making that happen,
with international organisations and
national governments taking the lead in
ensuring that healthy, sustainable diets
are available, attractive, and affordable
for all.
Implementing them will require, first
and foremost, an overhaul of countries’
agricultural sectors, to ensure that they
are providing the diet’s necessary components.
Rather than basing decisions solely
on production levels, farmers need to
produce sufficiently diverse products
and adopt sustainable practices. To that
end, effective incentives will need to be
created.
Moreover, in low-income countries,
strengthening the infrastructure linking rural farming communities with
urban centres would expand access to
fresh, healthy produce, while reducing

Almost one-third of all food produced worldwide is being wasted
waste associated with transportation.
In fact, if one accounts for the entire
supply chain, almost one-third of all
food produced worldwide is being
wasted. Given this, national waste-

reduction programmes will have to
complement higher investment in infrastructure.
Likewise, in order to ensure longterm global food security, more re-

sources must be directed toward the
development of more nutritious,
higher-yielding, and more resilient
crops, which can withstand temperature fluctuations, extreme weather, and
pests. Whatever new seeds are developed must be made available and affordable for farmers worldwide.
In the meantime, farmers in arid
regions need better access to existing
drought-tolerant crops, such as the
high-protein legume cowpea, in order
to protect soil and preserve moisture.
More generally, a sustainable diet
requires the world to improve its stewardship of the planet. This means taking action not just to slow deforestation,
but also to reforest degraded land, as
well as to protect marine biodiversity
and prevent the expansion of agricultural land.
The EAT-Lancet Commission’s
report does not have all the answers.
More work is needed, for example, to
determine how best to transform food
production in low-resource settings.
But the evidence-based strategy the
report advocates provides a useful
framework for all stakeholders —
including governments, producers,
and citizens — to co-operate in transforming unsustainable food systems
and ensuring a healthy diet for all.
■ Modi Mwatsama is senior science lead
in food systems, nutrition, and health at
Wellcome’s Our Planet, Our Health.
Howard Frumkin is head of Wellcome’s
Our Planet, Our Health.
■ Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2019.
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‘Black Panther’ purrs way to top of awards list Funding

divide
on events
centre

Laura Harding

Comic book movie Black
Panther won the biggest
prize of the night at the
Screen Actors Guild Awards.
The superhero juggernaut, which was a global
smash hit at the box office,
took the prize for best ensemble cast in a motion picture, the ceremony’s version
of the best picture gong.
Chadwick Boseman, who
plays the title role, collected
the gong alongside co-stars
including Michael B Jordan,
Lupita Nyong’o and Danai
Gurira.
Addressing if the film has
changed the industry, he
said: “My answer to that is...
to be young, gifted and black.
“Because all of us up here
know what it’s like to be told
there is not a place for you to
be featured yet you are
young, gifted and black.
“We know what it’s like to
be told there is not a screen
for you to be featured on, a
stage for you to be featured
on. We know what it’s like to
be the tail and not the head,
to be beneath and not above
and that is what we went to
work with every day. We
knew that we had something
special that we wanted to
give the world.”
Glenn Close beat The
Favourite star Olivia Colman to take home the best
actress prize for her role in
The Wife, while Rami Malek
defeated Vice star Christian
Bale to take the best actor
prize for playing Freddie
Mercury in Bohemian Rhapsody.
Emily Blunt scored the
best supporting actress prize
for her role in A Quiet Place,
which was directed and costarred her husband John
Krasinski.
Visibly shocked as she collected her gong, she said:
“Oh my goodness me. Guys,
that truly has completely
blown my slicked hair back.
“Thank you so so much,
I’m so moved and completely
lost for words.
“I am going to share
this completely with my
husband, John Krasinski,
because the entire experience of doing this with you
has completely pierced by
heart directly, you are a
stunning filmmaker. I am so
lucky to work with you and
to have done this film with
you, thank you for giving me
the part, you would have
been in major trouble if you
hadn’t so you didn’t really
have an option.”
She also paid tribute to
their two daughters Hazel
and Violet, who she referred
to as the “little poems in our
lives” and joked they would

■ Council and Coveney split on
potential €9m repayable loan
Eoin English

Lady Gaga wows in white at Screen Actors Guild Awards
in Los Angeles.
Pictures: EPA/Nina Prommer

Emily Blunt won the best supporting actress prize for
her ‘A Quiet Place’ role. Picture: Jordan Strauss/Invision/AP

Glenn Close with her award for
her role in ‘The Wife’.

Mahershala Ali, best supporting
actor for his ‘Green Book’ role.

From left: Angela Bassett, Lupita Nyong’o, and Danai Gurira with
the award for outstanding performance by a cast in ‘Black Panther’.

have to be 45 before they
could see the film.
Mahershala Ali took home
the gong for outstanding performance by a male actor in a
supporting role for his part
in Green Book.
In the television categories
Amazon Prime series The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel swept
the comedy prizes, taking

the award for best ensemble
in a comedy series, as well as
outstanding performance by
a female actor in a comedy
series for Rachel Brosnahan
and male actor in a comedy
series for Tony Shalhoub.
The prize for best ensemble in a TV drama went
to This Is Us, while Jason
Bateman won the male actor

prize for Ozark and Sandra
Oh won the female actor
prize for Killing Eve.
Alan Alda collected the life
achievement award from
Tom Hanks, who told the
crowd: “He has shown us all
who we are and what we can
be.”
Receiving a lengthy standing ovation, Alda was visibly

moved and said: “It’s really
hard to describe to you what
it feels like to look out and
see my fellow actors, my colleagues, my heroes, to welcome me up here like this,
it’s an extraordinary feeling.
“This comes at a time
when I’ve had a chance to
look back on my life and
think about what it means to

Aoife Moore

Irish rugby international Simon Zebo has labelled comments from
former Ulster Unionist leader Mike Nesbitt as ‘cynical’ and ‘sillly’.
criticised on social media for
equating the two, something
that was not unnoticed by
Zebo.
“I don’t take too much notice of what that fella said, I
think he got enough backlash off that, there’s no need
for me to stick it to him even
more,” Zebo said.
“I didn’t mean any harm, I
was trying to describe something that was an emotional
topic so if I didn’t convey
my words in the cor rect
way... I didn’t think it would
be picked up in such a cyni-

cal manner, but each to their
own. I think it’s pretty silly
[to equate the two], they’re
worlds apart.”
Noting that he suffered
racist abuse throughout his
childhood and teenage years,
Zebo said he feels it is important to call out racism,
and “stand up for what I believe in” for his two children.
“It was a shitty thing to
happen but that’s life, those
things do happen, it’s good to
put it behind me and get a
positive outcome and your
man getting banned was a

positive outcome.”
Ulster has banned a fan for
life following a “robust investigation” into allegations
of abuse directed at the Ireland international.
The incident is alleged to
have hap pened during a
European Champions Cup
pool game between Ulster
and Zebo’s club Racing 92 at
the Kingspan Stadium on January 12. Zebo has not divulged what exactly was
shouted, but noted it was
“disgusting”.
Zebo, a full-back or wing,
has won 35 caps and joined
Paris-based Racing from
Munster last summer.
Ulster said in a statement:
“Following a robust investigation into allegations of
abuse directed at Simon Zebo
during the fixture versus
Racing 92 on Saturday 12th
January, Ulster Rugby has
sanctioned a lifetime ban on
a spectator, for breaching
our stadium regulations. We
would like to thank the many
supporters who provided information to assist our investig ation. We are all very
proud of our reputation as an
inclusive club and the unacceptable behaviour of this
one individual is not reflective of our supporters, or the
values of our club. We have
issued a written apology to
Simon Zebo and Racing 92.”
Tuesday Sport: 2&3

‘Shocking’ that whistleblower is retiring
Joe Leogue
Concerns have been raised
about a “shocking” Irish
Examiner repor t that an
Air Corps whistleblower is
to retire early due to what
he claims are attempts to
“vilify and isolate” him.
This newspaper yesterday
revealed that the whistleblower has announced his
decision to retire early.
He is one of three people
who have previously raised
concerns about staff’s exposure to chemicals,
His decision comes
two months after he told junior defence minister Paul
Kehoe that he has not received assurances from Defence
Forces hierarchy that he is
not being targeted for making protected disclosures.
Social Democrats TD

Sandra Oh with her award for outstanding performance
by a female actor for her role in ‘Killing Eve’. Picture: EPA

Alan Alda poses with the Life
Achievement Award.

Zebo: Politician’s comments cynical
Irish rugby international
Simon Zebo has labelled
comments from former
Ulster Unionist leader Mike
Nesbitt as “cynical” and
“silly”, after he appeared to
equate racist abuse with
ageism.
Mr Nesbitt’s comments
followed the news that an
Ulster fan had been banned
for life after racially abusing
Zebo during their game
ag ainst Racing 92 at the
Kingspan Stadium in Belfast
earlier this month.
After the game, Zebo
tweeted: “A tough place to
play but great effort from the
boys, 2 important points on
the road. Also I hope my ears
deceived me with some comments directed my way from
the crowd #NotOn”.
Zebo later described the
man who allegedly accused
him as “an elderly man, like
40-plus, so that’s why it just
annoyed me a bit”.
Shortly after, former
Ulster Unionist Party leader
Mr Nesbitt tweeted: “First
and foremost Simon Zebo
should not have been abused
by t h e U l s t e r f a n w h o
shouted something inappropriate — but Zebo shouldn’t
describe him as ‘an elderly
man, like 40 plus’. Ageism,
racism, both wrong”.
Mr Nesbitt was roundly
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Catherine Murphy said a list
of deaths compiled by one
Air Corps whistleblower
requires explanation.
The list, the existence
of which was previously
reported in this newspaper,
contains the details of more
than 70 deaths of former Air
Corps staff that the whistleb l o w e r b e l i e ve s m a y b e
connected to chemical
e x p o s u re s at t h e fo r c e ’ s
headquarters in Casement
Aerodrome.
Ms Murphy said the
causes of deaths and the age
p ro f i l e s o f t h e d e c e a s e d
require explanation and will
be a matter she will raise
with the State Claim Agency
when it appears again
before the Public Accounts
Committee. Ms Murphy said
that if the risk has been
addressed, then the State

Claims Agency should be
assessing how many were
affected prior to remedying
the situation. She said the
revelation a whistleblower is
to retire early was “shocking”.
“It is almost like his contributions are seen as vexatious complaints rather
than valuable information
to be interrogated,” said Ms
Murphy.
“ I f t h at i s w h y h e h a s
decided to retire early then
that is understandable. The
problem here is in not addressing the issue. I’m very
concerned about the treatment of whistleblowers and
people making disclosures,
as some arms of the public
service are not dealing with
them as comprehensively or
fairly as they should.”
Fianna Fáil defence

spokesman, Jack Chambers,
said that the whistleblower’s
decision “demonstrates
a dysfunction in the complaints process” and will
act as a deterrent to anyone
else who is thinking about
coming forward.
“This is symptomatic of
the general malaise that has
been allowed to fester within
the Defence Forces under the
current minister,” said Mr
Chambers.
“Whistleblowers who feel
that their only next option is
to retire demonstrates a
dysfunction in the complaints process. The minister
needs to take these issues
seriously and propose real
solutions to problems
like these or morale will continue to plummet and the
retention and recruitment
crisis will continue.”

be an actor and how proud I
am to be part of our brotherhood of actors.
“It may never have been
more urgent to see the world
through another person’s
eyes, when the culture is
divided so sharply actors
can help, just by doing what
we do and the nice part is it’s
fun to do it.

A split has emerged between
Tánaiste Simon Coveney and
Cork City Council over a
vital slice of funding needed
to deliver the city’s stalled
€79m events centre.
Mr Coveney insisted yesterday that a repayable loan
element was always part of
the complex State-funding
arrangements for the venue,
which were confirmed just
before Christmas when State
funding for the 6,000-capacity venue was upped from
€20m to €30m.
He said it is now up to
the city council to devise a
repayment mechanism for
its €9m contribution to the
overall funding package.
“Their contribution to this
project was always going to
be money that was recouped
through rates or some other
mechanism,” he said.
“What is required is a legal
mechanism to make sure
that Cork City Council’s contribution to this project is
consistent with the attorney
general’s advice so that the
tendering process that is a
number of years old remains
intact. This is not as big an
obstacle as some of the
things we’ve overcome.”
Sources in City Hall insist
that linking any possible
loan repayments to rates is
just not feasible.
The split emerged yesterday after the Irish Examiner
revealed how the council is
seeking legal advice on the
Department of Art’s insistence that the €9m slice of the
funding package is classed as
a repayable loan. The issue
has raised new fears for the
viability of the project.
Lawrence Owens, chief
executive of the Cork Business Association, said the
revelations are worrying.
“We thought we’d have
this venue built by now and

here we are still talking
about funding issues,” he
said.
M r C o ve n e y t o l d N e i l
Prendeville on Cork’s
RedFM that the latest obstacles can be overcome and
that meetings have taken
place in a bid to put together
a legal structure, including
a direct payment schedule,
for the money to be paid
over.
“Money isn’t the problem
here — it’s about getting a
financing mechanism from
a State perspective that’s
still consistent with the
(original) tendering process,” he said.
“The challenge for Cork
City Council now is to structure a loan facility in a way
that can be repaid over time,
I suspect a long period.”
Mr Coveney said different
businesses can be categorised dif ferently “from a
rates’ perspective” and suggested the council could
make “a determination in relation to rates” for the event
centre.
Council chief executive
Ann Doherty said the council is working through a detailed letter from the Department of Arts, in which it
classes the €9m as a repayable loan, and is considering
the implications of that.
“I appreciate that it has
been very difficult for everybody, no more so than for the
city council itself, the ones
who initially invited the private sector to tender for a
grant,” she said.
“It has been a very challenging project, with lots of
changes to it in terms of the
scope of the project which
have driven the costs, but we
have to remain faithful to
what we need to do — to ensure that we are getting best
value for money for the taxpayer and doing what’s best
for Cork.”
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in tank with deceased’s body
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A garda officer in charge of
exhibits in the Patrick
Quirke trial said he does not
remember being told about a
lady’s hair clip taken from
the tank where DJ Bobby
Ryan’s body was found.
Detective Garda Kieran
Keane was giving evidence
in the trial of Mr Quirke,
aged 50, of Breanshamore,
Co Tipperary, who has
pleaded not guilty to the
murder of Mr Ryan, a parttime DJ going by the name
“Mr Moonlight”.
Mr Ryan went missing on
June 3, 2011 after leaving his
girlfriend Mary Lowry’s
home at about 6.30am. His
body was found in an underground run-off tank on the
farm owned by Ms Lowry
and leased by the accused at
Fawnagown, Tipperary, 22
months later in April 2013.
The prosecution claims
that Mr Quirke murdered
Mr Ryan so he could rekindle an af fair with Ms
Lowry, aged 52.
Det Gda Keane told prosecuting counsel Michael
Bowman SC that he was appointed as exhibits officer
in 2011 following Mr Ryan’s
disappearance. It is his job to
secure all exhibits, he said,
and he tracks them using an
exhibits chart. Item 33 on
this chart referred initially
to a bag containing cable ties
and pipe covers recovered
from the tank and handed
to the exhibits officer by Gda
Larry Stapleton. Following
an examination by a forensic
scientist in January of this
year the chart was updated
to state that the bag also
included a hair clip.
Lorcan Staines SC for the
defence asked Det Gda Keane
and Garda Stapleton about
the broken, tortoise shell,
lady’s hair clip. Garda Stapleton told counsel he bagged
the hair clip along with other
items taken from the tank
and handed the bag to Det
Gda Kieran Keane. He said
he did not write on the bag
what was contained within it
as this was not his practice
and there was no space on
the bag for that purpose.
The witness also said that
photos were taken of every-

Garda Larry Stapleton, at court yesterday, where he gave evidence
in the trial of Patrick Quirke.
Picture: Collins Courts

Mary Lowry: Mr Ryan went missing on June 3, 2011, after leaving his
girlfriend Ms Lowry’s home at about 6.30am. Picture: Collins Courts

Patrick Quirke at court yesterday where he denies the murder of Bobby Ryan. The prosecution claims Mr
Quirke murdered Mr Ryan so he could rekindle an affair with Mary Lowry.
Picture: Collins Courts
thing that was taken from
the tank, including the hair
clip. Mr Staines said those
photos were not made available to the defence until November 2018, more than five
years later and at a time
when Mr Quirke was awaiting trial. The witness said he
could not answer for that.
He further told Mr Staines
he told the exhibits officer

what was in the bag but
agreed with Mr Staines that
Det Gda Keane did not include the clip on the original
chart. Mr Staines suggested
it would be “highly unlikely”
that Gda Keane, who was
doing his best to be accurate,
would have failed to note the
hair clip if he was told of it.
Mr Staines further put it to
the witness that he did not

make a statement about this
until five-and-a-half years
after the fact and questioned
how he could be so sure of
what he told Det Gda Keane.
Garda Stapleton said he
would have told Gda Keane
about the hair clip because
that is what is in his
n o t e s f ro m t h e t i m e . H e
added: “I know from the way
I wrote it that’s what I told

to Garda Keane.”
Garda Keane told Mr
Staines he does not remember the conversation
with Garda Stapleton but
said he would have noted on
the chart everything that he
knew was contained within
the bag. Mr Staines suggested to him that it is
“highly likely” that he was
not told about the clip. The
witness replied: “I can’t recall what Larry Stapleton
told me.”
Earlier in the trial it was
suggested that the char t
available to gardaí contained
a reference to the clip while
the one disclosed to the defence did not. Mr Staines told
Det Gda Keane there is no
suggestion that he acted improperly in carrying out his
duty and the garda accepted
this. The witness further explained to Mr Bowman that
the exhibits char t was
changed in January 2019 to

include the presence of the
clip following the examination by Forensic Science
Ireland. He said it is a matter
of routine that the chart is
changed, updated or amended when new information
becomes available.
The trial also heard from
veterinary surgeon Kieran
O’Mahony who said that he
tested Mr Quirke’s herd in
2010 and found evidence of
BVD infection. Another vet,
Kevin Lenihan, said he was
due to call to the Quirke farm
at Fawnagowan to dehorn an
animal on the morning Mr
Ryan’s body was found but
he, Mr Lenihan, cancelled
the appointment.
Justice Eileen Creedon
told the jury of six men and
six women that the trial will
run beyond the originally
predicted eight weeks and
they may be required until
March 22, two weeks more
than originally anticipated.

Whistleblower feels ‘left out on a limb’ by minister
Joe Leogue
An Air Corps whistleblower,
leaving the Defence Forces,
feels “left out on a limb” by
the minister to whom he appealed for help, the Dáil has
heard.
Last month, the Irish
Examiner revealed that the
serving member wrote to the
Defence Forces chief of staff
to inform him of a decision to
retire early over what was
claimed was the authority’s
failure to protect him from
persecution as a result of
concerns he had raised.
Last November, the whistleblower wrote to Paul

Kehoe, the junior defence
minister, complaining of the
“unwarranted treatment” he
had received after submitting a protected disclosure
on health and safety issues.
The whistleblower is one
of a number who has raised
concerns over Air Corps
staf f exposure to cancercausing chemicals while servicing and maintaining aircraft. The State is fighting
seven personal injury cases
being taken by former Air
Corps members suffering
chronic illnesses they say
were caused by exposure suffered during their service.
The whistleblower’s early

retirement was raised in the
Dáil by Sinn Féin TD Pat
B u c k l e y , w h o a s ke d M r
Kehoe what action, if any, he
had taken on receiving correspondence from the
member last November.
Mr Buckley said: “No action was taken on foot of a
letter dated 28 November
2018 appealing for the Minister of State’s intervention
and asking what protection
he was giving to this serving
member at the time. What
actions were taken on foot of
the original protected disclosure?
“Unfortunately, this person has left the service be-

cause of the way he has been
treated. He believes he has
been let down. He has served
his country with distinction.
He thought he was doing the
right thing by disclosing
what was going on but he is
now in a position where he
cannot keep his job which
will affect him in many other
ways.”
Mr Kehoe said he “will not
stand over any person being
penalised for making a
protected disclosure” but
that the Ombudsman for the
D e f e n c e F o r c e s wa s t h e
statutory mechanism for
investigation available to
the complainant.

Mr Buckley said it was
“disingenuous” to suggest
the whistleblower should go
to the Ombudsman. “I appreciate the Minister of State
mentioning that there are
certain avenues he can take.
“However, the proof of the
pudding is in the eating, in
terms of the letter dated 28
November 2018 which explained everything that happened regarding the misinformation and where the bullying was being perpetrated,
yet he relied on the last line
of defence, if the minister of
state will pardon the pun,
that he is the minister with
responsibility for defence.

“The buck stops with him
yet this person has been left
out on a limb and we are now
being told that he has to go to
another department.”
Mr Kehoe said he would
leave the matter in the hands
of the Ombudsman. “I will
n o t s t a n d o ve r a n y b o d y
being wronged. I encourage
the person to whom the deputy is referring to go to the
Defence Forces Ombudsman. He or she may have
done so but I assure the deputy the case will be dealt
with in an independent and
fair way. The ombudsman
provides that facility in an
independent way.”
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Kerins judgment ‘may cost the taxpayer millions of euro’
Daniel McConnell
Political Editor

Some of the country’s top
public officials have warned
that the Angela Kerins
judgement could cost the
taxpayer “millions of euro”
in damages.
The judgement must “radically change” “unfairly hostile” Oireachtas committee

hearings, or the officials may
refuse to appear.
S e n i o r o f f i c i a l s h a ve
described the behaviour of
some committees as increasingly “outrageous”, adding
that some have descended
into show trials for the
benefit of the politicians.
The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) is under particular scrutiny. It was the

committee Ms Kerins appeared before in early 2014.
Some senior officials have
said the failure of the Oireachtas to control its committees meant a challenge
like that lodged by Ms Kerins
was “inevitable”.
One official appeared to
suggest that Ms Kerins could
be in line to receive “millions
of euro in damages.”

“This will change a lot. It
has to. Committees have
stopped being about seeking
to hold people to account and
h a ve b e c o m e f o r u m s i n
which people’s reputations
are shredded. That is not
what committees are for,”
said one top official.
The Houses of the Oireachtas Commission is to meet in
the coming days to discuss

the Supreme Court defeat in
the Angela Kerins case.
It is expected that Commission members, including
ceann comhairle, Sean Ó
Fearghail, and Seanad cathaoirleach, Denis O’Donovan, will be briefed by their
legal advisers about the 93page provisional judgement.
The Supreme Court has
demanded further sub-

missions from both Ms Kerins and the Oireachtas on
two matters, including how
she was treated and whether
the committee can be held
liable for the comments of
one individual member.
The role of the ex-PAC
chair, John McGuinness, is
to be examined by the Supreme Court, ahead of its ultimate judgement on April 8.

the Dáil can be the appropriate defendant in proceedings
concerning the conduct of a
committee.
The court has also concluded that it is not appropriate, for constitutional reasons, to name the individual
members of a committee as
defendants. The court indicated that it will require
further submissions.

Call for
probe into
Air Corps
chemicals

Probe
as girl,
12, hurt
in river
David Raleigh
The Marine Casualty Investigation Board (MCIB) has
begun a probe into an incident on the River Shannon
in which a girl was seriously
injured last weekend.
The 12-year-old girl became trapped underwater
after a row boat overturned
near the Thomond Salmon
Weir in Limerick city.
The incident occur red
shortly before 10am on Saturday.
The girl, named locally as
Amy Mulcahy, and from Annacotty, and four other
rowers, had set off in a boat
from Athlunkard Boat Club,
located along the Abbey
River.
The f ive rowers are all
junior members of the Athlunkard Boat Club, according to the club’s Facebook
page.
A support boat had been
chaperoning the row boat.
Ms Mulcahy was cut
free from the water by firefighters who were patrolling
the water, after her hair had
become entangled in the
boat’s outrigg ers underwater, sources said.
The young girl is being
treated at Temple Street
Hospital, Dublin, where she
is in a “critical condition”,
according to a Garda spokesman.
The function of the MCIB
is to carry out investigations
into marine casualties that
take place in Irish waters or
which involve Irish-registered vessels.
A source said that MCIB
investigators are anxious to
speak to all of the parties involved, and particularly to
any eyewitnesses.
A garda investigation is
also being carried out.
More than €11,000 has
been raised in the first 24
hours of a GoFundMe online
page organised by Athlunkard Boat Club.
The aim is “to raise funds
to support the recovery of
our junior rower Amy, and
her family, through this difficult time”.
The organisers of the fundraising page have set an initial target of €15,000.

Ms Kerins has been requested to file further
written submissions, directed solely on the two
matters, no later than close
of business on Wednesday,
March 13. The PAC will be
required to f ile replying
submissions by Wednesday,
March 27.
In its judgement, the Supreme Court concluded that

Joe Leogue

The clean-up operation at Ellis’ Yard, Spring Lane, Cork, is expected to take up to two weeks to complete, at a cost of at least €53,000 to the council. Some €570,000 has been
spent on previous clean-ups at the site over the years.
Picture: David Keane.

Call to let Travellers use dump site once cleared
Eoin English
The controversial site on the
northside of Cork City,
where the clean-up of a
massive illegal dump alongs i d e a n o ve r c r o w d e d
T ra vel l er h a l ti ng s i te i s
underway, must be included
in a major new Traveller accommodation plan.
The call came last night
from Sinn Féin’s Cllr Mick
Nugent, who chairs the
Traveller Consultative Committee, as contractors continued their work to remove
an estimated 200 tonnes of illegally dumped rubbish from
the Ellis’ Yard site.
The council-owned landbank is located next to the
c o u n c i l ’ s o ve r c r o w d e d
Spring Lane halting site,
where living conditions have
been described as appalling.
The site, originally designed for less than a dozen
families, is now home to
more than 30, many of whom
live in an authorised extension of the site.
In 2011, city councillors

Cllr Mick Nugent says overcrowding on the Spring Lane halting site
must be addressed.
Picture: Larry Cummins.
voted against extending the
halting site into the Ellis’s
Yard site.
The yard has been plagued
with illegal dumping over
the years, with clean-ups
costing €570,000 and firefighters tasked to almost 100
fires there last year alone.
Given that the site is zoned
f o r T r a ve l l e r a c c o m m o dation in the 2015-2021 City
Development Plan, Mr Nugent said it must be included

in ongoing discussions about
a new five-year Traveller accommodation plan.
“The site must be considered as one of the options
to help address the overcrowding issues affecting the
35 families on the Spring
Lane halting site,” he said.
The draft plan could be
ready for public consultation
before the summer, but it’s
understood that housing —
whether it’s social or

Traveller-specific — is not
being considered for the site
once it’s cleared.
Talks between city officials and as-yet-unidentified
stakeholders on the future of
the landbank are at an advanced stage. It is understood that whatever is proposed, it will deliver substantial community gain.
City councillors, who will
be briefed once the long-term
strategy is finalised, will
have to agree to the plan, and
may also have to support a
variation to the city development plan before it can proceed.
The Traveller Visibility
Group (TVG), which represents residents on the adjoining halting site, was not
available for comment yesterday. But Mr Nugent said
the TVG published a housing
manifesto in 2016 which included housing options on
Ellis’s Yard as one of several
possible solutions.
And while asserting there
is no excuse for illegal dumping, wherever it comes from,

‘Many poor souls
are buried among
briars, weeds’

Horsing around

he said the council must enhance its waste collection arrangements at the halting
site, where skips are delivered twice a week.
Contractors moved on to
Ellis’s Yard on Wednesday to
begin removing the vast
quantities of rubbish which
have been dumped on the
site over the last year or so.
It includes up to 40 tonnes
of steel and metal and five
tonnes of asbestos. It is expected to take up to two
weeks to complete, at a cost
of at least €53,000.
The site will then be secured with new fencing and
CCTV cameras in a bid to
deter future dumping. Local
residents who have welcomed the clean-up have called
for a quick decision on the
long-term future of the site.
Meanwhile, a housing
rally will take place outside
City Hall on March 11 organised by the Raise the Roof
movement which is calling
for public housing construction and the creation of a
legal right to housing.

Political pressure is mounting on the Government to investigate claims that Defence
Forces personnel suffered
serious health consequences
over decades as a result of
toxic chemical exposure —
allegations first revealed by
the Irish Examiner.
A motion calling for the establish men t of a s peci al
Oireachtas inquiry has received the backing of the
main opposition parties, and
is on course to receive the
support of the majority of the
Dáil.
In January 2017, this
newspaper revealed how the
Department of Defence had
received a number of protected disclosures from
whistleblowers who alleged
serious shor tcomings in
how Air Corps maintenance
staff were protected from exposure to cancer-causing
substances.
They believe these exposures could have caused the
deaths and serious illnesses
of former staff.
These whistleblowers also
submitted a complaint to the
Health and Safety Authority,
which inspected conditions
at Casement Aerodrome in
Baldonnel and threatened
legal action against the Defence Forces unless it made
improvements in how Air
Corps staf f are protected
from the effects of the toxic
chemicals.
Meanwhile, the State is defending seven personal injury claims from former Air
Corps members who have
been told by a toxico-pathologist that their chronic illnesses were caused by their
exposure to chemicals used
in the line of duty.
The Government first received protected disclosures
from whistleblowers in December 2015, and an independent report on the claims

found appropriate records to
demonstrate the Air Corps
compliance with health and
safety standards “are not
readily available”. However,
despite receiving that report
in the summer of 2017, no
subsequent action has been
taken by the Government,
nearly two years later.
One whistleblower has
since announced his decision to retire early from the
Air Corps, alleging he has
not received assurances that
he will not be targeted within
the force for raising concerns — measures that are
provided for under protected
disclosure legislation.
Now opposition politicians
have put their name to a motion calling for a Special
Committee to conduct releva n t h e a r i n g s i n t o t h e
health effects of toxic chemic a l e x p o s u re a m o n g A i r
Corps personnel, and for
measures, including medical
cards, to those affected.
The Irish Examiner understands that the Sinn Féin motion will also receive the
backing of Fianna Fáil, Labour and Independent TDs
M i ck Wa l l a c e a n d C l a re
Daly.
Sinn Féin defence spokesman, Aengus O’Snodaigh,
said there is an international
precedent for a health study
of Defence Forces personnel:
“In contrast, this Government has dragged those affected through the courts,
failed to publish relevant
documents and has refused
to answer all but the most
basic questions in the Dáil on
this issue.”
The Department of
Defence said the issues
raised in the motion “were
examined by an independent
reviewer appointed by the
minister”.
“The minister is considering the next steps and legal
advice in the context of ongoing litigation,” it said.

Ireland’s best wedding
ceremony venue

Sean O’Riordan

Cormac Brophy, 5, from Sensational Kids and top jockey Rachael Blackmore on behalf of Irish Injured
Jockeys at the launch of ‘under stARTers orders, a public arts project supported by the Curragh
Racecourse and 20 top artists to raise funds for Irish Injured Jockeys and Sensational Kids charities.

Woman jailed for role in
theft of house appliances
Noel Baker
A pregnant mother of four
h a s r e c e i ve d a 9 0 - d a y
jail term after assisting
in the theft of more than
€1,000 worth of electrical
appliances from a house she
was renting, including a
washing machine, dryer and
dishwasher.
Denise Foley, of 6 Old
Barrack Road, Bantry, Co
Cork yesterday appeared before the local district court
which heard that CCTV footage, on September 14 last,
showed her present as two
others removed the items
from the property.
Sgt Paul Kelly said gardaí
r ev i e we d f o o t a g e a n d i t
showed a white transit van
arriving at the property at
11.16am.
A number of items were

placed in the van, including a
Zanussi fridge freezer, Beko
wa s h i n g m a c h i n e , B e ko
dryer and Indesit dishwasher. The total value of
the items was €1,144.
Footage showed Ms Foley
was present with two males.
By 12.08pm, the van had left
in the direction of Bantry
town centre.
Ms Foley’s solicitor, Ray
Hennessy, said she denied
t a k i ng t he i t em s but ad mitted they had been taken
on her instructions and she
facilitated the theft.
She was arrested on November 30 and admitted to
being present when the theft
took place. Judge James
McNulty heard the items had
not been recovered. The two
other people are understood
to now be in the North.
Ms Foley had no previous

convictions and had received
the probation act in 2013 in
relation to alleged theft. Mr
Hennessy said she was aged
24, a mother of four, and her
husband was in custody. The
couple had been renting the
property.
Judge McNulty heard no
restitution had been made
and he said it seemed it was
“a non-runner”, with her
ability to carry out community service or to pay fines
seemingly limited.
The judge said it was a
serious of fence and sentenced Ms Foley to 90 days in
prison, and fixed recognisance for appeal at her own
bond of €100, no cash, and an
independent surety of €300,
one-third in cash.
The surety was lodged and
Ms Foley was released on
bail to pursue her appeal.

The country’s longest-serving county councillor has
told his bosses to buck up on
their “Christianity” by ensuring that older graveyards
are properly maintained.
The impassioned plea
was from Cllr Noel Collins,
who called his local authority, Cork County Council,
to initiate a major revitalisation of policy with
regard to the care and maintenance of cemeteries, particularly those closed for
many years.
Cllr Collins, who has
served as a local public representative for 53 years, said
“many poor souls are buried
among briars, weeds and
broken headstones” in cemeteries where maintenance
has been abandoned.
“Some are long-since
closed and comparable to
derelict sites. It’s ‘out of
sight, out of mind’, where is
our Christianity? Many are
now an eyesore,” Cllr Collins
said.
Cllr Gobnait Moynihan
agreed with Cllr Collins and
said voluntary groups are
doing a lot of the work the
Council should be doing
itself.
“Goleen Community
Council look after four
graveyards and get no funding (from the county council
or Government). They’re out
of pocket every year,” said
Cllr Danny Collins.
Cllr Marcia D’Alton
pointed out that in Co Laois,
the council has a grant
scheme for voluntary groups
to maintain old graveyards
and Galway County Council

Noel Collins: Wants better
maintenance of graveyards.
covers insurance for voluntary groups.
Cllr Kevin Murphy said
the council can’t do everything. However, he agreed
that voluntary groups are
doing tremendous work and
the council should at least
pay for their insurance
cover. Cllr Frank O’Flynn
agreed and said old graveyards are “part of our heritage”.
T h e c o u n c i l c u r re n t l y
maintains in excess of 150
cemeteries, but director of
services, Mary Ryan, said
that many more are maintained by parish/community
groups.
She said the council prioritises the maintenance of
open council-owned cemeteries and in particular,
those with the highest
number of burials.
Ms Ryan said where parish/community groups
undertake maintenance of a
cemetery they may apply for
funding to their local municipal district for grants.

Fernhill House has long been recognised
as one of the premier wedding
destinations in Ireland and they have just
announced their new Wedding Expert
Event which they promise ‘to be one of the
most amazing wedding events ever held in
Ireland.’
The event will be hosted by the renowned
beauty & fashion blogger Suzanne Jackson
or SoSueMe as she is known. Highlights of
the event include a Gin & Tonic reception,
fashion show, skin care advice, make up
demos, tapas, wine, goodie bags, wedding
tips and lots, lots more.
Fernhill’s wedding co ordinator Ann
explained why the event will be special.
‘We are hugely excited to bring this event
to the people of West Cork and share our
wedding expertise. The speakers that we
have lined up are exceptional and the
mix of fashion & beauty will bring a fun
element to the event so it will be a fabulous
day out. There is huge excitement that
Suzanne Jackson will be hosting the event,
especially as she was recently married
herself. All are welcome and it will be a
great event to share with friends, family
and bridesmaids of course.’
Neil who is one of the O’Neill family
and operations manager at Fernhill
commented that ‘here at Fernhill we
have been hosting amazing weddings for
generations so we like to think that we
have become wedding experts over the
years. We wanted to share this knowledge
with couples and that is why we decided to
create this event. Some amazing speakers
have been handpicked by us to be part of
the day so it will be a fantastic opportunity
to get inside tips to get the most out of
what will be a truly special day in your
life. At the event will be also launching

the next edition of our wedding magazine
‘Your Cork Wedding’ and will be giving a
free copy to all attendees.’
The Fernhill Wedding Expert Event will
be hosted at Fernhill on Saturday the
2nd of March 2019 from 6 till 9 pm. This
event we will have something for everyone
and is not to be missed. Keep an eye on
Fernhill’s social media for announcements
of specific suppliers and more information
about the event.
Tickets are only €50 for the talks, fashion
show, drinks, tapas and goodie bags but
are limited so book now to avoid missing
out. See www.fernhillhousehotel.com to
buy yours.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Air Corps whistleblowers

Special report

Delay, deny, and
die: The official
response to Air
Corps chemical
exposure fears

How the ‘Irish Examiner’ has stuck with the story
January 23, 2017 — p1 >>

Over two years ago, the
Irish Examiner revealed
that six former Air Corps
maintenance staff were suing
the State, alleging that the
chronic illnesses they now
suffer are as a result of their
exposure to chemicals they
used during their time in the
Defence Forces.
A toxico-pathologist quoted in
documents submitted to the
High Court alleged that former
Air Corps staff members’
exposure not only caused
existing medical complaints,
but also puts them at risk of
“the possible onset of
Alzheimer’s disease and a
variety of cancers”.
We also revealed how the
workplace safety watchdog
had threatened to prosecute
the Air Corps unless it
addresses shortcomings in
how it protects its staff from
the effects of harmful
chemicals.

January 24, 2017 — p1
A day after breaking the news of the lawsuits, the Irish Examiner
ﬁrst revealed how three whistleblowers warned had warned
then-taoiseach Enda Kenny and then-minister for defence
Simon Coveney about conditions at the Air Corps
headquarters.
We reported how these warnings came almost a year before the

The Dáil is set to debate the establishment of a special committee to
conduct hearings into the possible health effects of toxic chemical
exposure among Air Corps personnel, after two years of revelations in
the Irish Examiner, with TDs expected to back the investigation before
the summer. Joe Leogue looks at what has brought us to this point.

L

ATER this Dáil
term, opposition
politicians will
back a motion
calling for a special
committee “to conduct
relevant hearings into the
matter of the health effects of
toxic chemical exposure
among Air Corps personnel,
based on international
evidence and a survey of
former and serving Air
Corps personnel, and
provide a report and recommendations to the Dáil”.
It also calls for measures,
including medical cards, “to
address the health needs of
personnel that have been
exposed to hazardous
chemicals, and extend these
measures to any civilians
affected and to students who
may be affected while on
work experience”.
The move comes years
after whistleblower
allegations, court cases, and
revelations in this
newspaper that have
prompted many questions.
There are some who
believe those in positions of
power are happy to leave
those questions unanswered.
Those who believe that Air
Corps technicians are
seriously ill because they
suffered undue exposure to
harmful chemicals while
working in Casement
Aerodrome say the
Government response to
their concerns can be
summed up by “three Ds”.
Delay. Deny. Die.
Delay any meaningful
investigation into their
claims; deny there is an
issue; and finally wait for
these sick troublemakers to
die and stop rocking the boat.
Truth be told, nothing the
Government — or successive
ministers for defence — have
done in recent years would
dispel anyone of that notion.
In fact, the State’s indifferent approach to this matter

only reinforces the belief
that yet again, whistleblowers in this country are
seen as an annoyance to be
ignored at best, and at worst
victimised.
It is the mounting
frustration at this inaction
that has prompted Sinn Féin
to propose its motion, and for
other opposition parties to
indicate they will back the
inquiry.

Delay
It is now over three years
since whistleblowers lifted
the lid on issues in Casement
Aerodrome, Baldonnel.
Five years have passed
since the first personal
injury claim against the
State was lodged in the High
Court.
The Irish Examiner
reports that first highlighted
these issues were published
over two years ago.
With some exceptions,
very little progress has been
made in addressing the
concerning matters at the
heart of this scandal in the
intervening period.
Writing in this newspaper
last year, columnist Michael
Clifford noted how there are
two categories of inquiry
frequently undertaken by a
State agency or government
organ.
“The standard inquiry is
designed to find out whether
something went wrong, how
it happened, and who may be
responsible,” he wrote.
“The other category
frequently used, we shall
refer to as the Mickey Mouse
inquiry. This is designed to
respond to a controversy.
“Turning over stones and
digging for information is
not the primary function of a
Mickey Mouse inquiry.
“Instead, the main focus is
to present the inquiry as an
exhibit to show that

something, anything, is
being done,” he said.
Mr Clifford was referring
to an inquiry into allegations
by a Prison Service whistleblower and recalled the
initial attempts to “investigate” issues raised by
Sergeant Maurice McCabe.
But he could easily have
been referring to the lip
service the Government has
paid to serious allegations
raised by Air Corps whistleblowers, some ex-Defence
Forces, and one still serving.
For example, three years
have passed since one of the
whistleblowers told the
Department of Defence that
health and safety reports
that raised concerns about
conditions in Baldonnel
were destroyed in a bid to
cover up how much the
authorities knew about the
hazardous working
environment.
Not once in the past three
years has the department
asked that whistleblower for
any further information on
that allegation.
In fact, the department
didn’t even look for the
documents in question until
over a year after it received
the protected disclosure —
and even then, it only did so
because Sinn Féin TD
Aengus Ó Snodaigh raised
the allegations in the Dáil.
The department looked for
the reports and, lo and
behold, they can’t be found.
That documents that have
allegedly been destroyed as
part of a cover-up now can’t
be found might set alarm
bells ringing with some
people. But not with Junior
Defence Minister Paul
Kehoe.
Mr Kehoe asked the
Defence Forces why the
reports can’t be found. The
Defence Forces told him they
think they were misplaced,
but they’re not sure.
He is happy to take this

A group of former Air Corps personnel protests outside the office of Junior Defence Minister Paul
Kehoe.
Picture : Alex Murphy
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answer at face value, and has
ruled out any independent
investigation. Nothing to see
here.
Meanwhile, aware of the
optics of doing absolutely
nothing, the minister went
about commissioning an
inquiry into the other whistleblower allegations of
unsafe working conditions.
Christopher O’Toole was
appointed to look into some
— but not all — allegations
made by whistleblowers.
His report did nothing to
contradict the claims made
by the whistleblowers but,
through no fault of his own,
Mr O’Toole did little to shed
light on the situation.
Early on in his report, he
warned that he was “not in a
position to consider the
substances in use or any
implications for human
health arising from such use
as these issues are outside
my competence”.
“Having considered the
allegations made by the
three informants, it is my
view that a review of the kind
envisaged by the terms of
reference set out above is
impractical and I therefore
can only comment in general
terms on the safety regime,”
he said.
But his report does
contain one key line: “A
problem has arisen in
relation to the issues raised
by the three informants
because appropriate records
to demonstrate compliance
are not readily available.”
Records that demonstrate
a lack of compliance do exist,
however.
In 2015, the whistleblowers
also tipped off the Health and
Safety Authority, which
inspected Baldonnel and
found the protections for
those working with
chemicals were lacking.
It threatened legal action
against the Air Corps unless
it implemented changes —
and its recommendations
included the most basic
health and safety measures,
such as providing protective
clothing and equipment for
workers.
But the more significant
documentation came from
within the Air Corps itself. It
admitted that it may not
have done enough to protect
staff from exposure to a
cancer-causing chemical so
dangerous the Defence
Forces ceased using it in
2007.
In 2014, with the State
facing legal action from
former technicians, the Air
Corps conducted internal
investigations into its own
track record.
The Irish Examiner has
previously revealed the
findings of the Air Corps’
own report on its use of
Triklone N, a vapour
degreaser used to clean
engine parts, that contains
contains trichloroethylene, a
known carcinogen.
The dangers of trichloroethylene, or TCE, are so
significant that the Environmental Protection Agency in
the US has earmarked it to be
banned in vapour degreasing

health watchdog issued its critical report on the management of
hazardous chemicals at Casement Aerodrome.
We revealed how Mr Coveney was told that workers were not
receiving occupational health monitoring as required by law
back in 2015, some 11 months before the Health and Safety
Authority issued its report recommending such surveillance be
put in place, and how whistleblowers repeatedly contacted the
Department of Defence to request updates on the review of their
disclosures.

<< May 23, 2017 — p1

What is known about chemicals used in Baldonnel, international precedents, an HSA inspection, and an internal Air Corps memo all support
the argument that the possibility that conditions at the aerodrome made people sick is worth proper investigation. Picture: Nick Bradshaw

Defence Forces is a high
priority for me”.
Nothing to see here.
Frustrated with years of
inaction, a group of men in
hazmat suits — the kind Air
Corps staff should have been
given — have picketed
Kehoe’s constituency office.

Deny

It is three years since whistleblowers lifted the lid on issues at Casement Aerodrome in Baldonnel, but inaction at ofﬁcial level has followed.
and as an aerosol degreaser.
In New Zealand, an exnavy serviceman received
compensation for Parkinson’s after his condition was
linked with his use of TCE.
Last year, Samsung
apologised to workers in its
facilities who developed fatal
illnesses after they were
exposed to TCE and other
chemicals also used by the
Irish Air Corps.
As for its own use of TCE,
the Air Corps itself admitted:
■ No records show that
personal protective
equipment was made
available to staff.
■ No records exist
suggesting that any training
on the dangers of using
Triklone N took place.
■ Work areas were not
segregated and doors to
adjoining areas were left
open.

■ Workers’ tea room and
meeting areas were located
in an adjoining area, raising
the risk of food being
contaminated.
■ Workers’ clothes could
have been contaminated as
lockers were located in the
immediate area where the
chemical was used.
■ No records exist that
indicate the extractor fans in
use in the workshop were
adequate for ventilating the
area.
The report also raises
concerns about a heater in
the engine assembly area,
which it states would have
caused a risk of contaminating other areas of the same
building by circulating the
chemical.
The report concludes with
the following: “The question
posed should be: Was everything reasonably practicable

done to ensure personnel
safety and health at the
time?”
However, despite being
tasked with examining the
Air Corps’ safety record, Mr
O’Toole was never given a
copy of this report by the Air
Corps.
Mr Kehoe has told the Dáil
that the report is legally
privileged as part of the
State’s defence against the
cases taken by the ill former
workers.
We are in a situation
whereby a reviewer tasked
with investigating whether
workers in the Air Corps
were unduly exposed to
dangerous chemicals was
denied access to a report that
says workers in the Air
Corps may have been unduly
exposed to dangerous
chemicals.
A quick search on Kildare-

Street.com shows Kehoe has
used the phrase “the health
and welfare of the men and
women of the Defence Forces
is a high priority for me”
some 60 times in speeches
and answers to parliamentary questions in the past
two and a half years.
His actions lack the
urgency to support such an
oft-repeated claim.
Mr Kehoe has sat on the
findings of the O’Toole
report for over a year now.
Despite seeking the whistleblowers’ feedback on its
scant findings, they have
heard nothing more as to
what will happen next.
Opposition TD attempts to
seek clarity as to what
happens now is met with
vague lip service, usually
delivered with the line, “the
health and welfare of the
men and women of the

If only those foreign
governments or Samsung
had the medical advice on
hand here in Ireland.
Perhaps they would have
held tough and refused
compensation to their sick
workers if they’d heard this
suggestion by an Irish
doctor: “As a medical doctor,
it is not possible for me to say
if exposure to chemicals
caused all or any of these
illnesses because they are
commonplace in the
community at large.
“If it was one specific
illness resulting from a
known chemical that caused
such an illness, that would
be one thing. These are not
the allegations that are being
made, however,” Dr Leo
Varadkar told the Dáil in
February 2018.
However, the US Agency
for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry would not
support Dr Varadkar’s view
that we should be looking out
for “one specific illness
resulting from a known
chemical” in the Air Corps
case. It says there is
sufficient evidence to be sure
that exposure to TCE is
causation for kidney cancer,
non-Hodgkin lymphoma,
and cardiac defects.
They say the evidence is
sufficient to conclude that a
causal relationship is likely
between exposure to TCE
and leukaemia, liver cancer,
multiple myeloma, end-stage
renal disease, Parkinson’s
disease, and scleroderma.
The agency says there are
21 different health effects —
including various cancers,
miscarriages, and birth
defects — that have been
found in at least one study
that evaluated exposure to
TCE and/or PCE.
Aside from that list of lifechanging illnesses arising
from exposure to TCE, it is
worth bearing in mind that
this was not the only
chemical used in Baldonnel.
One whistleblower told
this newspaper that workers
were exposed to as many as
five of the same substances

“

He believes
will be ‘in the
ground’ before
his case
reaches a
conclusion

at those at the centre of the
Samsung scandal.
Varadkar and Kehoe’s
stock answer to date is that
there should be no examination of any connection
between conditions in
Baldonnel until the seven
ongoing court cases are
resolved. The first of these
was lodged five years ago,
and the State Claims Agency
has fought these cases tooth
and nail.
One of the men was
awarded a discovery order
which compelled the Defence
Forces to furnish him with a
list of the chemicals he was
asked to use in his time in the
Air Corps.
In granting the discovery
order in 2016, Mr Justice
Paul McDermott ruled that
“the quantities and dates of
purchase and use of chemicals and mixtures and the
safety data concerning their
handling, application, and
use form a highly relevant

October 6, 2017 — p1 >>
and important part of the
case”.
“Having regard to the
nature of the case made, I am
satisfied that the plaintiff
will suffer serious disadvantage in the preparation and
presentation of his case if the
relevant records sought
under these categories are
not made the subject of a
discovery order,” he said.
The State Claims Agency
took a case to the Court of
Appeal last year — and won
— arguing “a full discovery
of this category which
required all records concerning chemicals in use at the
aerodrome was unnecessarily wide and would impose
too heavy a burden”.
Last November, the head
of the State Claims Agency
appeared before the Public
Accounts Committee and
was asked a pertinent
question he has yet to
answer. Social Democrats
TD Catherine Murphy asked
how it is possible the SCA
can mount a defence of the
Air Corps’ health and safety
record in the courts, when
the O’Toole report found no
evidence of compliance, and
the Health and Safety
Authority found standards
were lacking.
SCA director Ciarán
Breen could not answer that
question at the meeting but
said he would revert to Ms
Murphy with an answer.
Some six months later, she
is still waiting.
The SCA has a copy of the
Air Corps report on TCE
exposure. It is unlikely it will
introduce the document in
its court defence, and Mr
Kehoe repeatedly refuses to
discuss its findings as it is
‘legally privileged’.
Nothing to see here.
The denial rises to Cabinet
level also.
In 2017, when this
newspaper reported that
frustrated whistleblowers
had unsuccessfully
attempted to speak with the
then-defence minister Simon
Coveney, he denied any
knowledge of their requests
to meet him.
In January 2017, Mr
Coveney told Irish Examiner
political editor Daniel
McConnell that he was “not
aware of there being any
problem with hearing from,
or talking to, or understanding the concerns that whistle
-blowers may have”.
A week later, we published
text messages from Regina
Doherty to one of the whistle

-blowers, that showed she
made representations on his
behalf to Mr Coveney.

Die
Is it possible that these
illnesses are a coincidence?
Yes.
Could it be the case that
there is no direct correlation
between the chronic
sickness suffered by former
Air Corps staff and their
working environment?
Absolutely.
But the evidence to date —
what is known about the
chemicals used in Baldonnel,
the international precedents,
the HSA inspection, the
internal Air Corps memo —
all these support the
argument that at the very
least, the possibility that
conditions in Baldonnel have
made people sick is worth a
proper investigation.
However, this is a question
the Government won’t ask
because it fears the answer.
It need not be this way.
Australia went through a
major scandal when scores
of its Air Force maintenance
staff were found to be ill as a
result of their working
environment.
That scandal first emerged
among a group of specialist
staff who had a specific job,
but the issue spread to Air
Force staff who had
exposures to a wider range of
substances.
And yet in Australia,
while those Air Force
personnel involved in the
health study have a higher
rate of chronic illnesses than
the general population, their
mortality rate from those
illnesses is actually lower.
Why?
Because the Australian
government conducted an
investigation, found a connection, and subsequently
those affected knew the early
warning signs, their doctors
knew what to look out for,
and earlier intervention was
made possible.
There appears to be little
appetite in Ireland to even
investigate whether the
same could possibly be
happening here, despite the
obvious potential benefits to
a number of citizens.
Speaking privately, one of
those who is seriously ill and
who is before the court has
admitted he believes he will
be “in the ground” before his
case reaches any sort of
conclusion.

A long-awaited independent
review of allegations made by
whistleblowers in the Defence
Forces found that records
“are not readily available” to
prove the Air Corps was in
compliance with health
regulations on the use of toxic
chemicals.
The review’s author has also
warned that the terms of
reference he was given for
this probe were “impractical”,
and that elements of the
allegations made were issues
outside his expertise.
It would later emerge that the
independent investigator was
not given access to the Air
Corp’s trichloroethylene
report, or a decade worth of
annual audits carried out by
the State Claims Agency.

February 24, 2018 — p 6
In one of the original protected disclosures, a whistleblower
warned the Department of Defence that a named ofﬁcial
“willfully destroyed evidence throughout the years”, but “wasn’t
aware... that copies were made of certain ﬁles that showed
dangerous levels of toxic chemicals in various workshops, as
early as 1995 and 1997”.

The Irish Examiner revealed
the details of a 2014 internal
Air Corps report into staff
exposure to trichloroethylene,
a cancer-causing cleaning
agent.
This review of a 27-year
period at Casement
Aerodrome cast doubt on
whether the force did all in its
power to protect workers’
health.
The document stated it is
possible staff may have
ingested the chemical and
suffered other exposures
because there was no record
that protective measures were
in place to mitigate the impact
of the toxic solvent.
In its summary on the
precautions taken, the report
issued by the Air Corps’
Formation Safety Ofﬁce asks
“Can the Defence Forces be
found not to have done
everything reasonably
practicable?”.

However the Irish Examiner revealed the department did not
search for these reports, compiled by Enterprise Ireland’s
predecessor, Forbairt, until more than a year later, when Sinn
Féin defence spokesman, Aengus Ó Snodaigh, raised the issue
in the Dáil. They could not be found, with the Defence Forces
suggesting the documents may have been “misplaced”.
Despite two more whistleblowers supporting the allegations,
the department to this day has yet to seek any further
information on the claim.

<< March 1, 2019 — p 7

After two years of revelations
in this newspaper, and
alleged inaction from the
Government, Sinn Féin
announced it intends tabling a
Dáil motion calling for a
special committee “to
conduct relevant hearings
into the matter of the health
effects of toxic chemical
exposure among Air Corps
personnel, based on
international evidence and a
survey of former and serving
Air Corps personnel, and
provide a report and
recommendations to the
Dáil.”
Opposition politicians,
including those from Fianna
Fáil, Labour, and
independents privately
indicate they will back the
motion — suggesting the
numbers are there to have the
establishment of the special
committee passed by the Dáil.

